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Abstract

Rhythmic movement is vital to humans and a foundation of such activities as

locomotion, handwriting, and repetitive tool use. The spatiotemporal regularity

characterizing such movements reflects a level of automaticity and coordination that

is believed to emerge from mutually inhibitory or other pattern generating neural

networks in the central nervous system. Although many studies have provided de-

scriptions of this regularity and have illuminated the types of sensory information

that influence rhythmic behavior, an understanding of how the brain uses sensory

feedback to regulate rhythmic behavior on a cycle-by-cycle basis has been elusive.

This thesis utilizes the model task of paddle juggling, or vertical ball bouncing,

to address how three types of feedback—visual, auditory, and haptic—contribute

to spatial and temporal regulation of rhythmic upper-limb movements. We use a

multi-level approach in accordance with the well-known dictum of Marr and Poggio.

The crux of this thesis describes a method and suite of experiments to understand

how the brain uses visual, audio, and haptic feedback to regulate spatial or timing

regularity, and formulate acycle-by-cycle description of this control: to wit, the nature
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and algorithms of sensory-feedback guided regulation. Part I motivates our interest

in this problem, by discussing the biological “hardware” that the nervous system

putatively employs in these movements, and reviewing insights from previous studies

of paddle juggling that suggest how the “hardware” may manifest itself in these

behaviors.

The central experimental approach of this thesis is to train participants to perform

the paddle juggling task with spatiotemporal regularity (in other words, to achieve

limit-cycle behavior), and then interrogate how the brain applies regulates closed-loop

performance by perturbing task feedback. In Part II, we review the development of a

novel hard-real-time virtual-reality juggling simulator that enabled precise spatial and

temporal feedback perturbations. We then outline the central experimental approach,

in which we perturb spatial feedback of the ball at apex phase (vision), and timing

feedback of collision- (audio and haptic) and apex-phase events to understand spatial

and timing regulation.

Part III describes two experiments that yield the main research findings of this

thesis. In Experiment 1, we use a sinusoidal-perturbation-based system identification

approach to determine that spatial and timing feedback are used in two dissociable

and complementary control processes: spatial error correction and temporal synchro-

nization. In Experiment 2, a combination of sinusoidal and step perturbations is used

to establish that these complementary processes obey different dynamics. Namely,

spatial correction is a proportional-integral process based on a one-step memory of
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feedback, while temporal synchronization is a proportional process that is dependent

only on the most recent feedback.

We close in Part IV with a discussion of how insights and approaches from this

thesis can lead to improved rehabilitation approaches and understanding of the phys-

iological basis of rhythmic movement regulation.

Readers: Noah J. Cowan, Sridevi V. Sarma, Adrian M. Haith, Lawrence P. Schramm
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Introduction and Organization of

Thesis

Motor tasks are generally classed as discrete or rhythmic, based on the types of

movements required to perform them. Rhythmic movements are characterized by

their regularity in space and time, which is theorized to emerge from interactions be-

tween oscillatory networks of neurons throughout the motor system (such as central

pattern generators, or CPGs), as well as from the coupling between neural and me-

chanical systems. The mechanisms whereby rhythmic movements are regulated are

not well understood. The object of this thesis is to use a model rhythmic task—paddle

juggling, or vertical ball bouncing—to study closed-loop feedback control about limit

cycles.

Part I reviews the state of knowledge about the biological basis of rhythmic move-

ments, and introduces juggling as a simple task that can yield insight into how the

brain executes and regulates coordinated rhythmic movements. Chapter 1 surveys

current views about how rhythmic movements are defined, and the biological sub-
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strates that may be involved in their assembly and modulation. Chapter 2 discusses

rhythmic features of paddle juggling, including prior art of robotic and human per-

formance studies. Research has generally proceeded along three directions: global

(nonlinear) dynamics; robotics, as a testbed for hypothetically valid controllers; and

human behavioral studies, to observe the actual signatures of rhythmic coordina-

tive control in biology. Insights from these studies will be related to the contexts

established in Chapter 1.

To rigorously investigate spatial and temporal control in paddle juggling, I devel-

oped a virtual reality, hard-real-time simulator and a set of perturbation experiments,

which I describe in Part II. This simulator is controlled by a Stanford Haptic Pad-

dle [8], and is an extension of previous setups used in [9] and [10]. It includes several

innovations, including the flexibility to alter task dynamics, and the ability to apply

precise temporal perturbations to investigate the effects of timing on rhythmic motor

control along the lines of previous studies in my laboratory [11, 12] (which were in

turn influenced by [13]). Chapter 3 reviews the design of this experimental apparatus.

Chapter 4 outlines the basic paradigm (perturbation-based system identification) of

experiments, along the lines of previous studies in my laboratory to infer closed loop

control of behavior [14–18].

Part III discusses two experiments I conducted on the simulator to investigate

how people rhythmically move their arms in response to perturbations of spatial cues

(displayed ball peak) and timing cues (haptic and audio pulses at collisions; onset of

2
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ball flashes at apices). Chapter 5 evaluates the hypothesis that spatial and timing

cues are used to inform spatial control. Ultimately, this hypothesis is falsified, in

favor of an alternative hypothesis of separable spatial and timing control. Chapter 6

is a follow-up study in which the dynamics of these two processes are investigated at

a cycle-by-cycle level.

In closing (Part IV, Chapter 7), I speculate on how insights and approaches from

this study can be applied to understand—and possibly leverage—how the brain uses

spatial and timing information in other coordination tasks.
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Part I: Background

The following two chapters discuss prior knowledge of rhythmic movement. Chap-

ter 1 begins by reviewing defining characteristics of rhythmic movements, followed by

a treatment of the dynamics and hypothetical biological substrates underlying them.

It concludes with a discussion of cortical areas that may influence these movements

through efferent signaling. Our desire to characterize and dynamically model this

cortically mediated sensory control is the impetus behind the methods and experi-

mentation in this thesis.

Chapter 2 introduces the experimental paradigm of vertical ball juggling. We be-

gin by discussing the rhythmic dynamics of this task. The simplicity and rhythmicity

of this task have inspired a number of studies in robotics and human behavior, which

will be discussed and related to concepts in the preceding chapter. Together, these

chapters scientifically motivate the development of a hard-real-time paddle juggling

system and perturbation experiments that are the subject of Part II.
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PART I: BACKGROUND

Dissemination

Portions of Chapters 1 and 2 are abstracted from my NIH F31 proposal and a

commentary I published in the Journal of Neuroscience [19].
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Chapter 1

Rhythmic Movements: Definitions

and Biological Bases

Biological movements encompass a range of activities from eye saccades and di-

rected reaching, to chewing and full-body locomotion. The literature classes the

former two movements as discrete, and the latter two as rhythmic (or continuous).

Discrete movements are the basis of a cohesive and relatively mature body of knowl-

edge [20]. Such detailed mechanistic knowledge lacks for rhythmic movements. This

may reflect the absence of a task paradigm as insightful as reaching or saccading have

been for discrete motor control, or be the result of fundamental distinctive traits of

rhythmic behavior that are only now beginning to be rigorously analyzed [21].

This chapter reviews prior knowledge of rhythmic movements, beginning with

a discussion of their kinematics, which reflect a degree of automaticity that seems
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to be fundamentally different from discrete movements. We follow by discussing a

prominent dynamical model of rhythmic movement, as well as biological substrates of

rhythmic movement primitives, thus laying out a descriptive generative framework of

how larger scale rhythmic behaviors are constituted. In closing, we discuss potential

ways that cortical signaling may influence rhythmic movement: a knowledge gap that

will be pursued in following chapters.

1.1 Biological and Health Motivation

Rhythmic movements are ubiquitous: canonical examples include arm and leg

cycling, tapping, circle drawing, swimming, and legged locomotion (running and

walking). While the focus of this thesis is limb movement—specifically of the arm—

we acknowledge that the term “rhythmic” has been applied to autonomic behaviors

(e.g. peristalsis, swallowing, heartbeat) and fine motor control (speech, handwriting,

tremor), and that many of the concepts discussed below may be applicable to these

and other behaviors vital for survival.

7
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1.2 Distinctive Features

1.2.1 Kinematics

Discrete and rhythmic movements are distinguished by their temporal and spatial

properties. Discrete movements, such as unidirectional reaches, are start-and stop

(“single-shot”) and exhibit a bell-shaped velocity pattern [22]. This pattern reflects

biphasic acceleration, which is a signature of distinct propulsion and braking phases

(Fig. 1 in [23]). It has been explained by an optimal control model in which humans

program their movement trajectories to maximize smoothness in a mean-squared-

jerk sense [22]. Rhythmic movements, on the other hand, are oscillatory. Widespread

examples are found in the movements of distal and proximal joints relative to the

body’s midline: wrist velocities in the drawing of ellipsoids [24]; finger velocities in a

back-and-forth tapping task (Fig. 2 in [23]); elbow angle in back-and-forth repetitive

reaching [25]; and femoral angle during walking [26].

Taxonomy between rhythmic and discrete movements is defined more rigorously

in a paper by Hogan and Sternad [21]. Their formulation defines the critical feature

of discrete movements to be the presence of “postures”: phases of (approximate)

absence of movement. The interchangeable use of the terms “rhythmic” and “con-

tinuous” reflects a lack of such poses. Hogan and Sternad further show that the

minimum-jerk optimal movement without postures is indeed sinusoidal. Based on

this characterization, they propose a two-fold rubric for describing movements: jerk

8
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as a measure of optimality, and harmonicity as a measure of rhythmicity [21,27].

1.2.2 Rhythmic motions are not tilings of discrete

In practice, Hogan and Sternad acknowledge that static “postures” are a fuzzy

concept, as very few segmented discrete movements come to complete stops [21]. It

is logical to ask whether rhythmic movements are simply concatenations of discrete:

a question that has been considered in a study by Guiard of back-and-forth arm

movements between two endpoints, which were performed discretely and rhythmi-

cally [27]. The study, perhaps unsurprisingly, found that the kinematics of discrete

movements were categorically different at end points, reflecting additional motor con-

trol required for initiating and terminating movement segments. Such a notion that

rhythmic movements exhibit a degree of automaticity absent from discrete has been

investigated separately in a body of experiments, and is one reason why the older

literature often calls them “preprogrammed” movements.

1.2.2.1 Information-theoretic arguments

In the 1950s and 60s, Paul Fitts and colleagues studied human performance on

a back–and–forth tapping task between two horizontally spaced targets of varying

width. While this task is essentially the same as that considered by Guiard [27],

Fitts’s interest lay more directly in the upper limits of human capacity to make

voluntary movements rapidly. Fitts framed this as an information processing problem,
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defining the ratio of movement extent (distance) and precision (dispersion of endpoint

location) as an “Index of Difficulty” and claiming it to be a surrogate of information

channel capacity.1 The intuition behind this analogy is that more stereotypically

accurate movements (reflected by lower endpoint dispersion) reflect more efficient

information processing by the motor system and hence higher capacity for making

such movements.

Fitts compared point-to-point whole-arm tapping tapping movements under two

conditions— “continuous” (as fast as possible) [29] and “discrete” (with breaks) [30]—

with fixed target width and distance. For both movement classes, comparable changes

in target configuration led to comparable changes in task difficulty (providing a con-

sistency check). The overall movement time for continuous movement was less than

for discrete. Dividing both classes of movement into planning and execution times,

however, Fitts consistently found a cognitive difference: rhythmic movements took

longer to execute but seemingly required less explicit planning time. These character-

istics seemed endemic to rhythmic movements, as practice did not shorten movement

or planning times.

Do these regular differences in planning persist across muscle groups? Smits-

Engelsman and colleagues replicated Fitts’s experiments using target configurations

that effectively localized the muscles engaged to the fingers and wrist [23]. For the

rhythmic task, they found that as the joints involved in movement became more

1Channel capacity C, defined by communications theorist Claude Shannon [28], is of the form
C “ fp SN , where S is the power of a “meaningful” signal, and N is the power of noise
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proximal (as in the transition from fingers to wrist), velocity and accuracy (thus

informational “capacity”) of movements was categorically improved. This finding

suggests that in rhythmic movements, increasing muscle coordination (by recruiting

more motor neuron pools to be involved in a task) has a unique additive effect for

motor performance. Such overall improved performance with increased muscle re-

cruitment has also been observed in the continuous tasks of handwriting and circle

drawing [24].

1.2.2.2 Dynamic arguments

Continuous movements also exhibit a degree of autonomy, as revealed in per-

turbation studies on primates and humans. In the 1970s Brooks and colleagues

conditioned monkeys to rapidly make wrist movements between two targets with-

out visual feedback, but with audio cues [31]. Post-training, they had the mon-

keys perform wrist cycling, but suddenly withdrew the audio cue at random. Sur-

prisingly, the resultant behavior depended on how many zero crossings the wrist

made during each flexion–extension cycle. When one zero crossing per cycle was

observed—indicating harmonicity—movements were relatively unaffected; however,

when multiple zero crossings were exhibited—a symptom of more segmented, dis-

crete movements—cue withdrawal tended to be more disruptive to wrist cycling,

particularly to amplitude [32].

Feldman conducted a similar experiment on humans, training them to oscillate
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their elbow in the horizontal plane against a spring-mass system [25]. When these

harmonic movements were perturbed by the removal of this resistance, the overall

rhythmicity of the movement (including amplitude) was unaffected. The influence of

perturbations only manifested as a change in the midpoint of oscillation.

Others have noted unique kinematic features of rhythmic movements that seem-

ingly arise out of their harmonicity, such as the two-thirds power law [33] and an-

choring, a phenomenon in which variability over cycles is minimized at movement ex-

trema [34]. Such studies combined with [23] suggest that rhythmic movements exhibit

automaticity and self-sustainment that categorically differ from discrete movements,

an idea that has been pursued in studies of coordination dynamics.

1.3 Coordination of Rhythmic Movements

A framework for understanding the organic basis of rhythmic movements is Bern-

stein’s degrees-of-freedom problem [35]: how can spatially and temporally regular

rhythmic movements emerge from the complex interactions of motor units, each with

their own dynamics and constraints? Scientists in the dynamics and motor control

communities have sought explanation for the “preprogrammed” nature of rhythmic

movements through the concept of motor synergies and their self organization [36].
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1.3.1 Theoretical dynamics

A model of how rhythmic movements are generated in the musculoskeletal system

should describe how muscles (which are viscoelastic elements [37]) synergize into

stable oscillatory movements of entire limbs [25, 31, 38]. Such a synergistic model

should further be capable of accounting for behavioral entrainment that has been

observed between separate oscillating limbs [38,39], potentially through the nonlinear

coupling of separate oscillatory circuitry [39].

The influential Haken–Kelso–Bunz (HKB) model [40, 41] is one such descriptive

model. The overarching idea is that coordinative behavior can emerge from a series

of coupled oscillators that are controlled by a phase variable φ, which is associated

with a potential V that the nervous system is motivated to reduce2. For example, the

original presentation of this model focuses on the behavior of finger oscillation between

hands [39], and illustrates how entrainment between the fingers can be reproduced

by a system of nonlinearly coupled van der Pol oscillators with a potential V pφq that

penalizes deviations from mirror symmetry. Haken’s van der Pol oscillator model

has been argued to be a generally valid for within-limb movements, and predicts

an inverse relationship between movement amplitude and frequency that has been

validated in other studies [38, 40, 42, 43]. It has even been explored as a possible

framework for studying the learning of motor coordination in rhythmic skills [44,45],

including juggling [46].

2Which has stability connotations similar to the Lyapunov function in systems theory.
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Seemingly, the HKB model has greatest validity for movements that are relatively

unconstrained and do not place demands on conscious control. For instance, a study

of preferred frequency in a vertical elbow swinging task showed that volunteers self-

selected frequencies in a manner that was consistent with a HKB-like oscillator [43].

In contrast, studies have shown that whenever a task has an element of spatial accu-

racy (implied or explicit), people modulate their joint stiffness actively throughout a

movement, as shown in a targeted elbow oscillation task [47]. Another experiment on

a Pong-like ball-bouncing task found that wrist stiffness was likewise modulated, but

over the span of multiple movements and in service of regulating locational accuracy

of the ball [48].

Notably, this idea of the dynamical assembly of oscillatory primitives to generate

movement—which we have thus far described in terms of upper limb movements—

bears similarities to the template–anchor hypothesis of another rhythmic behavior:

locomotion [49]. This hypothesis parallels our discussion, in that it supposes that

a fundamental physical model (or template, like the oscillatory primitives described

above) accounts for basic movement, and that this dynamical framework can be mod-

ified by an anchor model of the constraints of an animal’s body (or in our discussion,

like the introduction of task-related physical or cognitive constraints).3

3Prospective control architectures that may accomplish such dynamical body–task couplings are
shown in Fig. 7 of [49].
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1.3.2 Biological substrates of rhythmic primitives

As discussed in the previous section, rhythmic arm movements have been com-

monly viewed as manifestations of oscillatory primitives. What might be the biolog-

ical basis for the organization of muscles into rhythmic movement on a larger scale?

Since the early 20th century, it has been thought that rhythmic movement is

largely driven by reciprocal inhibition of muscle groups, which manifests in alternat-

ing patterns of flexions and extensions [50]. A logical assumption is the involvement

of central pattern generators (CPGs), oscillatory networks that are self exciting and

sustaining [51]. CPGs are usually modeled as half-centers: neuronal networks that

rhythmically coordinate muscle activities via alternating periods of inherent activa-

tion and external inhibition from other half-centers. CPGs are characterized by the

ability to sustain rhythmic behavior in the absence of feedback (i.e. limit cycle dynam-

ics), signs of which we have noted in human and primate arm movements [25,31,39].

As such, they are obvious candidates for the biological substrates of rhythmic motor

control [37,52–54].

It has been proposed that CPGs are embedded in the spinal cord [51]. A clear

demonstration of CPG existence is in the lamprey, where swimming in intact speci-

mens parallels electrical patterns (“fictive” motions) elicited in isolated spinal cords

[55, 56]. Decerebrate cats also manifest fictive movements, which can be modified

by cutaneous and proprioceptive input [57]. In humans, CPGs are evidenced in pa-

tients with spinal injury [58] and in newborns that “airstep” [59]—conditions where
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corticospinal pathways are transected or undeveloped.

On balance, however, CPGs should be viewed with a skeptical eye. As noted

by Delcomyn [60], false positive evidence of CPGs in larger animals may have re-

sulted from an inability to truly isolate spinal cord circuitry from sensory ganglia or

descending efferents from the brain. Delcomyn cites an extensive study (even by to-

day’s standards) of 28 deafferented toads, many of which after transection still showed

autonomous spinal activity only “some of the time” [61].

1.4 Modulation of Coordination Patterns

Rather than arguing the existence of self-sustaining CPGs that are capable of

implementing rhythmic movements on their own, it may be more fruitful to take the

more general position that the spinal cord contains pools of recurrently connected

neurons that are actively influenced by the periphery and cortex: even nondescript

timing signals [60]. In dynamics language, rhythmic movement circuitry may be a

parametric oscillator that is pumped by some feedback and modulated by others.

We note that at least one juggling study has also mentioned this possibility [62],

and that human motor task performance has been modeled as emergent from the

dynamical interactions between human movement and task dynamics, both in an

abstract sense [63] and as a specific instantiation of coupled oscillator models [49].
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1.4.1 Sensory influences

Studies have shown that spinal rhythmicity is modulated by peripheral feedback

[57,58,64] and audio signaling (although the latter may have been due to a startling

effect) [65]. In Section 1.3.1, we noted that planning and intention appear to modulate

rhythmic movements away from sinusoidal kinematics, in a manner that appears

related to cognitive task demands [27, 47, 48]. These modifications may be due to

co-contractions to regulate limb inertia or posture [25,47].

One model of how descending efferents modulate CPG-like circuitry is the “com-

mon core hypothesis”: that the cortex and brainstem modulate CPG-like circuits

in the human upper and lower limbs [66, 67] (see [68] for an earlier version of this

concept). Recent findings that cyclical arm movements can modulate lower spinal

excitability purport to be evidence of such a core timing mechanism [69–71]. Such

a model of bi-directional spinal and cortical interactions may be a suitable context

for understanding how sensory feedback controls rhythmic movements. For exam-

ple, arm coordination may be driven by CPG-like circuitry that can be modified and

reset cortically by visual, audio, or haptic feedback [66], or alternatively by frontal

signalling related to executive planning.
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1.4.2 Motor timekeeping

Consider that timing is vital to rhythmicity, and that animals have a remarkable

ability to keep time both with and without cues. Whether for dancing, making

music in a group, playing sports, or communicating with another, animals (especially

humans) often seamlessly detect environmental cues, cognitively analyze them, and

coordinate outward behavior to their temporal structure with great precision.

Motor (or mental) timekeeping is believed to underlie the ability for humans (and

some animals) to synchronize motor activities to external cues (such as tapping a

surface in time to a light or sound signal) [76], as well as the ability to maintain such

periodicity even after these external cues are extinguished (in a synchronization–

continuation task, or SCT) [77].

1.4.2.1 Properties

Computationally, mental timekeeping may be analogous to running a stopwatch.

It likely involves enumerating events (such as neural spikes), in a manner that can

be started, stopped, or reset with respect to a criterion or reference value stored

in memory [72]. It has been suggested that such a timer can be implemented by

neuronal accumulators operating as a thresholded drift-diffusion process [12, 74, 75].

Accumulator neurons, prevalent in the decision-making literature [73] are intuitively

appealing as a candidate mechanism, as they allow us to interpret action initiation

as a decision process predicated on the passage of time relative to an event.
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Given that some tasks (such as juggling) are themselves rhythmic, an interesting

possibility is that feedback influences human rhythmic movements by helping motor

timekeeping circuitry to establish its own clock on which to act.

1.4.2.2 Neural substrates

Timekeeping in the brain is diverse and widespread, and a number of brain struc-

tures have been implicated in timekeeping, depending on context (Figure 1.1). An

imaging study from an SCT task shows that sensory and motor cortices are con-

stantly engaged in both metronome synchronization and rhythm continuation phases

(after the metronome is turned off), with additional recruitment of the supplementary

motor area (SMA), cerebellum, and midbrain during continuation [78].

The SMA may be a key nexus between motor planning and execution stages [77].

An imaging study of rhythmic hand movement shows increased activity in this area,

which is known to be involved in movement sequencing [87]. Merchant and colleagues

provide multiunit evidence from monkeys [88] that SMA and pre-SMA may be the site

of neural accumulator circuitry that strongly correlates with behavioral timing. As

the monkeys tapped to an external cue, a subpopulation of neurons was observed that

rate coded the time elapsed since a tapping cue and apparently maintained activity

even when this cue was extinguished. Another group of neurons, which was tuned

to the duration of inter-stimulus intervals, also predicted errors in tapping behavior,

and whether these errors were anticipative or late.
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The cerebellum and basal ganglia are believed to be critical to proper action

timing, largely through patient and virtual lesion studies showing timing impairment

[79,80]. The importance of the cerebellum is especially clear: cerebellar patients show

accuracy deficits when making rhythmic arm circling movements that are punctuated

by discrete events [81], and the cooling of dentate cerebellum in monkeys has been

shown to impair rhythmic wrist movement [82].

In the basal ganglia, the striatum, which is associated with action selection, may

communicate dopaminergically with the prefrontal cortex to generate a relevant tim-

ing threshold in working memory, as in the Striatal Beat Frequency model [84].

Duration-tuned neurons have likewise recently been found in the frontal areas [85,86].

It is possible that the basal ganglia are a relay between decision making (threshold

setting for accumulator neurons) in the frontal cortex and the gating of motor activity

in the SMA [83].

While timekeeping networks in the brain are still not functionally well understood,

a variety of affiliated regions implicated in executive planning and sensory processing

evidently converge in the movement planning area of SMA, which has been shown to

have a direct connection to the spinal cord and thus may exert a direct influence on

CPG-like networks [89].
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1.5 Summary

In this chapter we outlined the biological significance of rhythmic movements, and

highlighted distinctions from discrete movements (such as point-to-point reaching).

Among these is that rhythmic movements exhibit more spatiotemporal regularity,

while requiring less direct planning. Rather, they are characterized by automaticity

that can be modulated by external goals, an emergent property of the interplay

between dynamics implicit in the body and an external task or mechanical system.

While the implementation of rhythmic movements is fairly well understood at the

hardware layer, our knowledge of how sensory feedback is used to control them is

sparser. This goal of the experiments within this thesis is to enlighten our under-

standing of what (and how) feedback modalities influence movement control about

average rhythmic behavioral patterns (or limit cycles). In studying the closed-loop

dynamics of this control, we hope to contribute to the identification and algorithmic

description of rhythmic motor control per the holistic approach to understanding neu-

roscience advocated by Marr and Poggio [90]. Chapter 2 follows with a presentation

of our motor task of interest: paddle juggling.
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A

5 cm

Adapted from https://msu.edu/~brains/brains/human/sagittal/0152_mri.html

Supplemental motor area (SMA)

Cerebellum

Striatum

Prefrontal cortex Primary motor cortex (M1)

Figure 1.1: (A) Areas of the brain implicated in the control of rhythmic timekeeping
and vision. Adapted from https://msu.edu/~brains/brains/human/sagittal/

0152_mri.html.
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Chapter 2

Juggling and Rhythmicity

We begin by discussing our motivations for studying juggling, and proceed to

define by way of a state-space model the specific type of juggling that will be the

object of further research in Parts II and III: vertical–high-bounce–paddle juggling.

Following exposition of the juggling dynamics, we outline previous juggling re-

search. Where appropriate, we relate some of the related findings to our knowledge

of rhythmic behavior in humans (Chapter 1).

2.1 Scientific and Health motivation

As discussed in Chapter 1, the manner in which the body solves Bernstein’s coordi-

nation problem—to organize disparate spinal and brain circuitry with many individual

degrees of freedom into rhythmic movements with spatial and temporal regularity—
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is a matter of debate. Research from coordination dynamics and spinal physiology

seems to suggest a degree of self-organization of CPG-like circuitry. However there is

also evidence that the brain actively controls this rhythmicity to meet dynamic and

cognitive demands and affordances dictated by a task at hand. This view—that motor

behavior is fundamentally intertwined with task dynamics inferred by feedback—is

often called the action-perception, or ecological, view of motor behavior [63, 91, 92].

An understanding of both the biological and ecological aspects of behavior is vital if

we are to understand health and disease in motor control, or to create therapies to

improve movement pathologies.

Continuous behaviors are pervasive throughout biology, including such life-essential

acts as locomotion, mastication, and communication (written and verbal). How the

brain uses sensory feedback to regulate such rhythmic behaviors is poorly under-

stood. Transformative progress can be made by identifying a simpler quintessential

task, similar to how reaching and saccading have elucidated the brain’s control of

discrete movements [20].

Juggling embodies several dynamic features that will be explained in the next

section by way of introducing a mathematical model. It is a hybrid-dynamical task

[93] and is arguably the simplest non-trivial example of one [94]. This feature is

significant to biology and health because a number of locomotor behaviors (walking,

running) share this nature.

The implications of juggling behavior on walking are enticing [6,95,96], considered
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by such notable scientific figures as Claude Shannon, 1 himself a juggling hobbyist,

and Marc Raibert, a father of legged robotics [95]. It would be overly reductionistic

to claim that juggling directly leads to walking insight—walking possibly has at least

100 times as many degrees of freedom [97]—but it could help shed light into how

therapists can better coordinate subcomponents of walking that have direct benefit

to activities of daily living (ADL) or long-term health. For example, many motor

disorders manifest themselves as disorders of managing collision timing between the

foot and the floor (such as foot drop in ataxia, or shuffling in Parkinson’s disease or

ataxia).

The hybrid dynamics of juggling render it interesting in other less directly health-

related aspects. The first is that juggling is an intermittently controlled arm task

(also noted by [96]): it requires the user to act within a specific time window (in

this case, to loft a ball), and also to allow enough time to reset the states of the arm

between consecutive ball contact phases (a “refractory period”). The second is that

certain juggling actions can result in dribbling regimes that can make control difficult

(e.g. Zeno behavior, described in Section 2.3.1 [93]), making for a possibly interesting

paradigm for studying recovery of stability after fumbling [96] or tripping.

1See reference in Chapter 1 to Shannon’s role in communications theory and Fitts’s analytical
approach
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2.2 Juggling Dynamics and Definitions

Juggling evokes images of tossing numerous objects (balls, rings, clubs) to achieve

a specific spatial pattern, whether in a figure eight shape spanning both hands (“cas-

cade juggling”), or linear up–and–down paths (“vertical juggling”) within a single

hand. Jugglers not only obey spatial constraints to achieve these patterns, but tem-

poral constraints that govern when to catch and release each ball, embodied in a

juggling theorem attributed to Claude Shannon.2 [98, 99]

Juggling thus implies the properties of spatial and temporal regularity character-

istic of rhythmic movement. Mathematically it is a repeated impacts process [100,101]

that has been used as a model task in robotics and human motor control to study

behaviors involving intermittent interactions with dynamic objects [96].

2.2.1 Hybrid dynamical ball bouncing model

Essentially juggling is bouncing a ball off a surface in a prescribed spatial trajec-

tory. Our specific task of interest is the one-ball–vertical–paddle juggle, which entails

ricocheting the ball in the up–down dimension off a rigid surface with high elasticity,

such that collisions are effectively instantaneous. With the notation in Table 2.1, we

can construct the following dynamic model for the position of the ball during a cycle

2Shannon’s (juggling) theorem describes a constraint for how the durations that a ball is air-
borne (“flight time”), that the ball occupies a hand (“dwell time”), and that a hand is empty
(“vacancy”) must be allocated during a juggling cycle: (flight time + dwell timeq ˆ p# handsq “
pvacancy + dwell timeq ˆ p# ballsq. Claude Shannon was mentioned in Chapter 1 in his indirectly
related capacity as a founder of information theory
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n (Eqn. 2.1).

Symbol Definition Units
pptq Paddle position as function of time [m]
prns Paddle position (at collision of cycle n) [m]
bptq Ball position as function of time [m]
brns Ball apex position (at apex of cycle n) [m]

9b´n ,
9b´rns Ball collision velocity [ms´1]

9b`n ,
9b`rns Ball launch velocity [ms´1]
ta,n Ball ascent time [s]
td,n Ball descent time [s]
tbrns Time of nth ball collision [s]

9pn Paddle velocity at collision n [ms´1]
g Acceleration [ms´2]
α Coefficient of restitution [ ]
g Gravitational acceleration (“ ´9.81) [ms´2]

Table 2.1: Task States and Parameters for Ball Bouncing (Paddle Juggling)

9bptq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

9b`n ` gpt´ tbrnsq, bptq ą pptq Flight

α9b´n ` p1` αq 9pn`1, b “ p Collision

(2.1)

The hybrid dynamics of juggling comprise a Flight regime with continuous dynamics

(in terms of time in seconds), and a Collision regime with discrete dynamics (in terms

of time in cycle number). The dynamic regime—hence the influence of the human

on the ball’s movement—is determined by the relative distance between the ball and

the paddle, termed a threshold function or a guard. Figure 2.1 shows these concepts

by way of a phase-plane representation.

The Collision dynamics are also called a collision map (or reset map). This map

describes how the impending ball velocity on cycle n jumps to a ball launch velocity
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on cycle n` 1 via the coefficient-of-restitution (α) and velocity of the paddle (forcing

function 9pn “ 9prns). The parameter α is akin to the “elasticity” of the ball and maps

(isomorphically) to the kinetic energy lost in the collision (see Appendix A).

Aside from being hybrid dynamical, paddle juggling is rhythmic, as can be proved

by showing the existence of a set of (nominal) states that define a limit cycle in terms

a spatial goal height, h (see Appendix A). As we noted in our discussion of rhythmic

arm and wrist cycling in Sections 1.2 and 1.3, such limit cycle behavior is a key

signature of rhythmic arm and wrist movement in humans and primates.

2.2.2 Discrete-time state-space model of juggling

As mentioned in Appendix A, we can analyze juggling rhythms by studying the

evolution of states cycle–by–cycle at a particular phase (Poincaré section) of the

dynamics. Selecting this phase to be the ball apex instant of each cycle (defined by

the surface S in Fig. 2.1) we can express the paddle juggling physics in discrete-time

state-space form:

brn` 1s “ prns ` 9b`rnstarns `
1

2
gt2arns (Ball ascent)

prns “ brns `
1

2
gt2drns (Ball descent)

9b`rn` 1s “ ´α9b´rns ` p1` αq 9prns (Collision)

(2.2)

We adopt the common convention that the paddle–arm inertia far exceeds that of
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ball, such that paddle velocity does not change at the moment of collision (p`rn`1s “

prns and 9p`rn ` 1s “ 9p´rns). We also assume that the vertical positions where ball-

paddle collisions occur is approximately invariant, which is observed in skilled juggling

behavior [98]. This “high bounce” assumption, which is mathematically equivalent to

stating that the positions of the juggling surface are locked, has been the foundation

of most analytical studies of bouncing control ( [6,102–104] are but a few examples).

We observe that this simple model can be extended to more general juggling

settings. For example, inelastic collisions with non-infinitesimal dwell times that

are more representative of juggling with the hands can be accommodated by adding

an additional ball-in-hand dynamic regime covering the dwell time, and replacing

the single collision map with two threshold functions governing flight-to-dwell and

dwell-to-flight transitions. The general m ball juggling case can be accommodated

by adding additional spatial degrees of freedom for each ball; however the analysis

quickly becomes cumbersome and has been a barrier to dynamic modeling [105,106].

2.3 Previous Juggling Studies

As apparent from the previous section and Appendix A, rhythmic juggling per-

formance relies crucially on the control of paddle movement at collision instants, sub-

ject to dynamics specified by gravity and ball-paddle elasticity. Juggling and more

generally ball bouncing have drawn research interest in three primary domains: (1)
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theoretical dynamics, to understand global behavior (i.e. not restricted to limit-cycle

neighborhoods); (2) robotics, to develop hypothetical control policies for sustained

ball bouncing; (3) human behavior, to describe natural movements.

2.3.1 Nonlinear dynamics of repeated impacts

Juggling, as a repeated impacts process, has often been cited as an example of

rich dynamics that can arise in even simple nonlinear hybrid systems [93,107,108].

One of the earliest bodies of dynamical research on repeated impacts processes

was driven by the desire to understand and model the behavior of vibrating contacts

in industrial settings, such as loose joints [101] or objects riding conveyor belts [100].

Studies focused on dynamics under specific forcing functions (of which paddle velocity

9prns in our model is an example). Veitz considered 2-dimensional forcing under hori-

zontal and vertical sinusoidal excitations (of equal frequency), while Wood considered

approximately Gaussian excitations [101].

Early on, it was acknowledged that solutions to these stochastic problems could

only be characterized probabilistically, and only guaranteed under specific relation-

ships between excitation variables (amplitude, frequency) and parameters (gravity

and α). Researchers observed that unpredictable or non-periodic ball trajectories

would appear under certain elasticity conditions (specifically increase of vertical ex-

citation frequency ω relative to gravity) [100, 102]. This is a signature of chaotic
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behavior, the existence of which was formally proved by Holmes [102].3

Another property of juggling that has been of theoretical interest is the existence

of Zeno behavior, characterized by the occurrence of a boundless number of discrete

transitions in a given time [93, 109]. In juggling, this corresponds to the state where

the ball comes to rest on the paddle (the so-called “sticking solution” [6]).

2.3.2 Control hypotheses and robotic experiments

Robotic jugglers emerged in the mid-to-late 1980s as a result of an interest in

intermittent control. Roboticists were partly motivated by an interest in extending

robotic manipulation beyond the traditional continuous-contact setting. The relative

analytical tractability of [local] juggling dynamics was expedient to the design and

implementation of such controllers.

The control of juggling from both the robotics and human motor control perspec-

tives has focused (with various degrees of explicitness) on the timing and velocity of

paddle movement at collisions. These studies have addressed juggling from the stand-

point of feasibility: (1) what sensory feedback is [theoretically] sufficient to initiate a

rhythmic pattern and (2) how long can this behavior be sustained?

3Holmes does this by proving the existence of a dynamical flow in the shape of a “Smale horse-
shoe”, a sufficient condition for chaos.
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2.3.2.1 Closed-loop control

Due perhaps in part to the complexity of global juggling dynamics, control prob-

lems have traditionally focused on local analysis about a set of nominal states (the

existence of which we showed in Appendix A). The majority of studies have been in

parameter regimes where chaos is not a major issue.

Early robot designs assumed that vision was necessary and sufficient for juggling.

Atkeson and colleagues considered spatial (3-dimensional) juggling to study whether

multipurpose robots could be taught to perform complex tasks with only high-level

control policies that did not explicitly account for task dynamics. Initial attempts

focused on hitting a ball to a target height using a policy that simply compensated

for the most recent error, reasoning that this was a self-evident way that humans

would correct their behaviors online.4 Their testbed was a three-degree-of-freedom

arm equipped with a square plywood paddle (similar but not identical to Fig. 2.3A).

This simple policy had limited success, unable to sustain juggling for more than a few

bounces on average and tending to fail because the ball’s landing position was laterally

unstable [110]. Failures were attributed to limitations in the accuracy of modeling

the robot’s dynamics in order to determine control output. Arguably, although the

guiding approach may have been rooted in intuition about behavior, the absence of

a task-related internal model is essentially juggling without a cerebellum [111].

Attempting to make their policy more adaptive, Atkeson and colleagues next

4The gain of this policy was dependent on the desired theoretical convergence properties of the
robot’s closed-loop transfer function as determined by pole placement.
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incorporated a generalization layer; the robot was taught to adjust where on the

paddle to hit the ball based on a “knowlege” of which sections of the paddle were

likelier to sustain ball movement [110]. This involved rigorously priming the robot

by having a (human) teacher repeatedly drop the ball on the paddle so that a lookup

table could be programmed. Ultimately, this proved to be an unnatural and inefficient

juggling method: generalization functions for one ball landing were not applicable for

other landings, and the robot tended to drop the ball within 30 cycles [112], unable

to surpass novice skill [113].

Later studies used more ecological approaches incorporating greater knowledge of

task physics. Koditschek and colleagues had greater success by introducing task mod-

els, beginning with the more analytically tractable case of planar juggling (Fig. 2.3B).

In so doing, they considered the design problem as one of determining the appropri-

ate schedule of actions: hitting the ball at a desired velocity given a collision time.

That is, akin to coordination dynamicists, they conceived of the robotic controller as

implementing a “motor program” [5,114].

In early experiments with the planar (2-dimensional) juggler, Buehler and col-

leagues attributed shortcomings in accuracy and robustness to limitations in the abil-

ity of hardware to sense the timing of collisions. Buehler proposed a provably stable

controller that entailed programming the angle of the paddle to track the angle of the

ball trajectory in a proportional-derivative manner. Called the Mirror Algorithm for

this reason, it eliminated the need to measure timing directly by shifting responsibility
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to the subtasks of continuously tracking ball position and estimating the ball’s energy

at all times [105]. The Mirror Algorithm was undeniably successful, able to sustain

juggling for several minutes. Subsequent work by Rizzi extended the mirror law to

the spatial case [4, 106] .5 Additional improvements, which included augmenting the

tracking algorithm to include a predictive (Kalman filtering) stage that accounted

for ball shape, enabled juggling to persist for well over 1 hour. Two-ball juggling

was demonstrated, provided that collisions for each ball were separated far enough in

time [105,106,115]. In what was presented as an incidental detail, Rizzi embedded a

microphone into the paddle as an impact detector [116] to assist in resetting states

for visual servoing. We note that the two-ball spatial juggling problem under purely

visual control (and visual detection of collisions) has also been approached using non-

linear optimal control approaches [117], but has not achieved the longevity of Rizzi’s

design and seemingly experiences the same lateral instability issues as early spatial

jugglers without explicit task models [110].

Closed-loop blind control

Only recently has the ability to juggle without visual feedback been investigated

in robots that juggle “blindly”, such as the pendulum juggler of Figure 2.3C). De-

signs have achieved stable juggling by sinusoidally moving the “paddle” continuously,

subject to phase shifts based on the detected impacts of the ball (typically using mi-

5The robot is called the Yale Spatial Juggler or the Buehgler, named after Buehler. The config-
uration is similar to Fig. 2.3A
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crophones as sensors) [1,118]. This approach is analogous to basing control on touch

or proprioception.

2.3.2.2 Open-loop control

While closed-loop juggling has been remarkably successful, the most successful

robots have placed significant burden on vision-based control and estimation. Inspired

by work in passively stable walkers [119], a set of open-loop frameworks have been

proposed, whereby stability could be imposed by virtue of robot-task dynamics rather

than active control [115]. On one hand, this is appealing because it relies less on

continuous feedback regulation. On the other hand, this is limited to task-actor

couplings that have guaranteed stability (for example, through the existence of a

Lyapunov function [94] or by engineering the robot’s contact surface [115,118,120]).

2.3.2.3 Switched control

By virtue of juggling’s chaotic dynamics, a third, intermediate control strategy is

possible: that of intermittently applying active control. Chaotic control implies that

a juggler should bounce the ball passively, and then “ride” the chaotic dynamics until

the ball reaches a point in phase space that is close to a limit cycle. The juggler should

then actively control the ball if it will result in a ball state that is within the region

of attraction to a limit cycle, where the ball can again be juggled passively [121].

This approach requires a detailed model of the task’s global dynamics, but has been
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a recent area of interest in robotic juggling, particularly in the vertical high bounce

case [122,123].

2.3.3 Human behavior

In the previous section, we reviewed the prior art of juggling control in the context

of robotics. While the most successful robots have implicitly assumed that vision is a

necessary requirement for juggling, we have also seen the success of blind jugglers that

rely on collision detection only in a primitive form of touch feedback. Although knowl-

edge of rhythmic behavior and robotics is informative from theoretical perspectives,

the approaches the human brain uses for juggling (and thus rhythmic movement)

regulation must ultimately be assessed by controlled human experiments [124].

Human Paddle Kinematics and Control Variables

Studies of human vertical juggling have been conducted on platforms ranging

from one-degree of freedom robots such as the pantograph in (Fig. 2.3D), to setups

that more thoroughly emulate paddle juggling with freely moving physical paddles

(Fig. 2.3E).

Hand-paddle movement shows spatiotemporal regularity and is quasi-sinusoidal,

as typical for rhythmic tasks (see e.g. [2,3,94]). Specifically, many studies have shown

a systematic anti-correlation between hand (paddle) amplitude and task frequency,

varied either by manipulating target height or gravitational acceleration [6, 94, 125],
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despite the fact that the peak-to-peak amplitude of the paddle is not directly task

relevant [125]. Such findings are in agreement with predictions of the HKB model [38],

supporting a theory of rhythmic arm movement as being driven by neuronal oscillators

that are CPG-like.

Similar neural oscillatory behavior apparently manifests in the more general case

of spatial cascade juggling. Beek and Beek illustrate how the phase portrait of a

skilled juggler’s hand can be decomposed into dynamic phases that correspond to

viscoelastic oscillators (of van der Pol type) predicted by HKB theory [46].

A departure from HKB predictions

Although amplitude generally varies with cycle period, a handful of studies show

that it also varies in an inverse manner with coefficient of restitution α [7, 126]. Be-

cause ball–paddle elasticity would not impact ball cycle period, all other variables

remaining equal, this behavior is not directly predicted from HKB theory. This

departure could potentially be explained within the framework of descending mod-

ulation of rhythmic behaviors (see Chapter 1): decreasing elasticity (by lowering α)

causes greater energy dissipation from collisions, which may require active control to

compensate.
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2.3.3.1 Spatiotemporal coordination

Given that arm movement in juggling across platforms and settings is consistent

with a neural oscillator of the HKB type, it is reasonable to ask how else rhythmic

coordination manifests in paddle and other juggling behaviors.

Evidence for emergent coordination patterns has traditionally been sought by

recording time series data throughout the body (including axial postural, head orien-

tation, and respiratory variables [127]), and analyzing them in the frequency domain

for signs of nonlinear (subharmonic) coupling [39].

There seems to be clear evidence that jugglers control their behavior based on

information flow from ball arcs. In spatial juggling, it has been argued that the

spatial trajectories of ball movement are a central reference to which jugglers appear

to pace their movements [128].6 Juggling studies have also considered timing, albeit

at a coarse level (averages over several cycles). Shannon’s juggling theorem [98,99] has

provided a guidepost for looking at phase relationships between balls (or hands) [113].

However, to the extent that timing has been evaluated, these studies have considered

the average scheduling of relative ball flight–dwell timing (i.e. the process of “tiling” of

movement phases to satisfy Shannon’s theorem) rather than on closed-loop processes

for cycle-to-cycle timing regulation [62].

Juggling skill is typically measured by the number of consecutive balls that can

be sustained without losing rhythmicity, whether the object of study be a robot or a

6The use of “clock” in the title is used figuratively to refer to a pacemaker, rather than as a
literal timekeeper [72]
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human [105,110,129]. In humans, juggling skill seems to develop with a progression in

coordination, beginning with learning to phase lock to the ball, followed by reducing

variability in task-relevant parameters such as ball-hand location and timing [129]

or hand acceleration at impacts [2, 3]. This in turn could reflect a process wherein

skilled jugglers reorganize their arm and spinal coordination patterns to optimize

performance [44, 45, 130]. Long-term studies of learning suggest that this reorgani-

zation comes from an increasing recruitment of central muscle groups involved in

posture [127,131].

2.3.3.2 Feedback control

Multiple senses are qualitatively implicated in juggling, but their functional roles

in accomplishing limit cycle behavior and sustaining it remain open questions. A

major weakness in the above studies of overall coordination is that they describe

steady-state nominal behavioral tendencies, but not in a manner that descibes closed-

loop control in a detailed fashion.

Like their robotic counterparts, human jugglers have traditionally been presumed

to depend crucially on visual information. The main evidence that ball juggling is

primarily spatially guided arises from correlations in paddle juggling between ball

height and paddle kinematics [7, 132]. A second line of evidence has been from sim-

ulations. Ronsse and colleagues showed that a juggling model relying only on visual

observations to estimate ball descent time, and then optimizing paddle movement
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energy and ball accuracy within this finite horizon, qualitatively produced paddle

movements that matched human behavior under various changes in juggling dynam-

ics (here, ball gravity) [104]. A more recent study suggests that an oscillator system

driven by spatial control is sufficient to replicate human behavior [133].

While vision is sufficient for juggling, the plurality of human evidence suggests

it is not necessary—or at least employed in object tracking as assumed by robotic

and many analyses of human behavior. Although [132] claims that juggling is almost

entirely visually controlled, this conclusion was drawn from correlation analysis with

much unexplained variability (i.e. low r2 values). That vision is much less vital

than [132] implies is supported by the common observation that many jugglers can

perform with their eyes closed [98]. Even jugglers that cannot juggle blindly do

not appear to require much spatial information, with estimates in controlled studies

ranging from a flash at the ball peak [134], to a 80-200 ms interval per cycle [135].

The latter study suggests that jugglers also appear to be fairly insensitive to the exact

phase when visual feedback occurs. Despite claims that jugglers use descending ball

movement to gauge time to contact [132], [135] found that jugglers do not exhibit

a strong preference about whether visual feedback is provided during ascending or

descending phases—only that it is near the apex. Other studies find that skilled

jugglers often gaze at distant space [113], and that visual tracking is reduced as a

person becomes a more experienced juggler [136]

The use of alternative feedback sources has been an interesting and relatively
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unexplored avenue in juggling studies. While haptic [3, 126] and audio feedback [2]

has been part of virtual paddle juggling systems for years, their main avowed purpose

seems to be to improve realism [126]. The functional roles of touch and sound have

been relatively unexplored; but the limited evidence suggests that their importance

to date has been underestimated, particularly in light of biological evidence of their

impact on rhythmic movement (see Chapter 1).

An interesting study by Sternad and colleagues showed that juggling in the pres-

ence of haptic feedback only (with eyes shut) did not materially differ from jug-

gling in the presence of vision only [6]. This result is qualitatively supported by

data collected on the juggling apparatus described in Chapter 3 (Fig. 2.2). Ankarali

and colleagues found that haptic feedback may even have an augmentative effect on

visually-controlled juggling performance by increasing jugglers’ streakiness within a

goal range (i.e. increasing metastability) [10].

The active control debate

As noted in our discussion of robotics, passive control strategies that involve open

loop control are instinctively appealing because they seemingly assure stability with-

out feedback correction. The earliest paddle juggling studies used passive stabilization

as a null hypothesis for human control. Work by Schaal and Sternad [6, 94] on pan-

tograph jugglers (Fig. 2.3) concluded that humans obeyed this strategy because they

satisfied a key prediction: their average paddle accelerations at impact were negative.
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However, this is not to say that humans exclusively used passive stability, as the ac-

celeration confidence intervals in these studies clearly include positive values (in some

cases as many as 20% [6]). Nor do these studies argue convincingly that jugglers seek

or converge to passively stable solutions.

The evidence for passive stabilization as a guiding motor control principle is not

altogether compelling. First, learning to be passively stable would likely involve not

only extremely detailed internal modeling of nonlinear global juggling dynamics (see

Section 2.3.1), but also some reinforcement learning process [117]. It is difficult to con-

ceive how both steps could be accomplished in the approximately 5 minute period that

subjects were reported to be able to learn to paddle juggle [10,94]. Indeed, attempts

to teach subjects to exploit passive stability using reinforcement learning methods

have been mixed at best [137]. Secondly, it is entirely possible that the observed

signatures of passive stability (slightly negative paddle accelerations at collisions) are

a coincidence of swinging the paddle upward during collisions, combined with natu-

ral variability between jugglers. This is supported by two lines of evidence. First,

Katsumata et al. showed that as paddle-ball collisions became more inelastic (α was

decreased), jugglers adopted positive paddle accelerations at collisions [138], violating

passive stability [94]. In addition, Wei et al. suggest via a factorial analysis—and

Ankarali et al. through time-series stability analysis—that human paddle accelera-

tions vary largely by juggling cycle and by individual, with multiple people averaging
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passively unstable solutions [10,126].7

An alternative to passive stabilization is the notion that humans constantly reg-

ulate their arm movements using active corrections about the passive stable regime

[7, 132]. This idea has strong flavors of the “switched control” paradigm discussed

earlier in the context of control in chaotic dynamics, which suggests that a flexible

juggler should still tactically use active correction. This is evidenced in perturbation

studies, which showed both that (1) subjects make excursions to the active control

regime during compensation, and that (2) convergence back to limit cycle behavior

was faster than predicted from passive dynamics alone [3, 126]. This reliance on ac-

tive control has been shown in perturbations to coefficient of restitution [126] and in

the phase coupling between jugglers and task feedback through artificially induced

hardware delays [2].

2.4 Summary

We have reviewed how juggling is a simple yet sufficiently dynamically rich model

system for studying rhythmic behavior. In our review of robotics and human behav-

ioral studies, we discussed how researchers from both communities have prevalently

assumed that vision is a necessary component. While simple and intuitively appeal-

7It has also been argued that negative accelerations may simply be an artifact of non-causal
filtering during post analysis, as collision points are near regions where paddle haptic feedback
would impose a strongly negative acceleration that can bleed into earlier values [10]. While this
may be a concern in later studies (e.g. [126]), this was presumably not an issue in original studies
of Schaal and Sternad, as they used causal Butterworth filtering [6, 94]
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ing, this gives us an incomplete understanding. Rather than solving explicitly for the

timing of motor actions, robots have relied on elaborate visual computations which

are brittle and computationally intensive. We can fairly definitively say humans can

regulate juggling with minimal visual information [6, 134,136].

A gap is the role of timing information. Both the robotics community [96,139] and

movement researchers alike [125] have considered the goal of executing juggling to be

the establishment of a motor program: a schedule of actions at a sequence of specific

times. Essentially, this describes an intermittent controller that applies paddle ve-

locities 9pn at times tn. Researchers across robotic and human motor disciplines have

tended to ignore the direct problem of estimating timing, and instead assume that

vision is dominant. Yet timing appears essential: it is interesting that the most suc-

cessful robotic designs have incorporated collision detection (microphones) [116,122],

while many other designs show that vision is unnecessary. In human behavior,

timing—as embodied in Shannon’s juggling theorem—has been implicitly appreci-

ated, if not explicitly understood [98]. Space and time have even been considered as

separate control problems [134], although this is not a prevailing school of thought.

On a more behavioral level, we do not know how rhythms are controlled and

maintained on a cycle-by-cycle level. Nor do we know how visual control or timing

control manifest, and the degree of overlap between the two. On one hand, rhythmic

interactions with the environment or a task may be based on an accurate internal

model [96, 112]. On the other, they may be based more directly on the time-domain
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properties of the sensory cues given off by the environment or task (the notion of

direct control within ecological psychology [63,92]).

The core results of this thesis focus on a set of experiments to elucidate the roles

of sensory feedback to regulate rhythmic movements, as well as the general closed-

loop algorithms the brain applies to achieve this regulation. Our central approach is

to measure the response of human jugglers to sensory perturbations across multiple

modalities.

In Part II we outline the design of infrastructure for a paddle juggling experiment

with high temporal precision to achieve these perturbations (Chapter 3), followed by

a discussion of the perturbation paradigm (Chapter 4).
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Figure 2.1: Paddle juggling in the time-domain (A) and phase-plane (B). Cycle peak
numbers are labeled for cross referencing between panels. (A) Simulation using a
naive proportional controller. (B) Phase plane of juggling, showing hybrid dynamics
(i.e. jump discontinuity at b “ p “ 0.1[m]). S: Poincaré section
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A

ED

(i) (ii)

Participants

Thirteen participants (27.8 5.3 years) were tested in the two
experiments presented here. They were informed about the exper-
imental procedure and signed a consent form. Participants had
previously taken part in one or two ball-bouncing experiments, and
thus had learned how to produce stable bouncing (Sternad et al.,
2001).

Apparatus

The virtual ball-bouncing setup was previously described in
Morice et al. (2007). Briefly, participants manipulated a table
tennis racket (the physical racket) to control the motion of a virtual
racket on screen, in order to bounce a virtual ball in the vertical
dimension only (see Figure 2). They stood in front of a large
rear-projection screen (2.70 m wide 1.25 m high) at a distance
of 1.5 m and held the table tennis racket in their preferred hand. A

preceding Experiment 2 (see next section).
sisted of two sessions presented in a randomized order: in Session
G the gravitational constant
the coefficient of restitution
was always 0.5 m. The target height was defined with respect to a
zero racket position, which was measured at the beginning of each
session by asking the participant to hold the racket horizontally
with the elbow flexed at 90°. Mean impact heights were within 2
cm of this zero position, with SDs less than 5 cm (see Table 1).

In each Session, there were five environment conditions (Cd1,
Cd2, Cd3, Cd4, Cd5) with combinations of
the required impact velocities would be close to 0.90, 1.00, 1.10,
1.20 and 1.30 m/s, respectively (by Equation 7). The
condition (Cd3) was identical in both Sessions, with
and 0.48. In Session G,
13.69 m/s2, in each condition respectively) while
constant at the reference value (
associated with different required racket periods according to
Equation 4 (0.78, 0.70, 0.64, 0.59, 0.54 s, respectively). In Session
A, was varied (0.55, 0.52, 0.48, 0.45, 0.41, in each condition
respectively) while
9.81 m/s2). A lower coefficient of restitution required a higher
racket velocity at impact, but no change in racket period (predicted
value of 0.64 s). In Experiment 1, participants performed “steady-
state trials,” in which environmental conditions remained constant
during a trial, whereas in Experiment 2, participants performed
“transition trials,” in which sudden changes between conditions
occurred during a trial.

Data Reduction and Analysis

The raw data of racket position were filtered with a second-
order Butterworth filter using a cut-off frequency of 12 Hz. Fil-
tered position was then differentiated to yield racket velocity, and
differentiated again to yield racket acceleration. Dependent vari-Figure 2. The virtual ball bouncing apparatus. FOB Flock of Bird,

Accelerometer

Wheel and
 Optical Encoder

Brake

Rigid Rod 
with Hinges
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Inclined plane
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Camera vision

Paddle

L

C

Paddle

Figure 2.3: Juggling setups: (A) Spatial juggler, similar to MIT Direct-Drive Serial-
Link Arm (Aboaf et al. 1988) and Bueghler (Rizzi et al. 1991-1996). (B) Two-degree
of freedom planar juggler (Buehler et al. 1988-1994). (C) Pendulum juggler as an
example of blind juggling without spatial tracking [1] (D) Pantograph setup, used
in Schaal (1993, 1996), Sternad (2001); (E) Freely moving paddle setups (i) with
audio only [2], (ii) coupled with pulley or solenoid braking systems to provide haptic
feedback [3]. The panels are derived from the following original source material with
permission: Panel A is adapted from Fig. 1 of [4] (Copyright IEEE 1991); Panel B is
reprinted from Fig. 1 in [5] (Copyright IEEE 1989); Panel C is adapted from Fig. 1
in [1] (Copyright IEEE 2011); Panel D is adapted from Fig. 4 of [6]. Panel E is
adapted from Fig. 2 of [7] and Fig. 2 of [3]
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Part II: Experimental Methods

In the following chapters, we discuss a virtual-reality apparatus and perturbation

experiments to investigate how visual, audio, and haptic feedback are involved in

cycle-by-cycle regulation of rhythmic arm movement. Chapter 3 details the develop-

ment of the hard-real-time hardware and software platform (that did not exist before)

to implement a juggling task with convincing and accurate perturbations; additional

details are in Appendix B. Chapter 4 outlines the general experimental approach that

is the basis of Part III.
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Chapter 3

Paddle Juggling Infrastructure

This chapter, together with the companion Appendix B, describes the develop-

ment of a hard-real-time virtual reality juggling system that runs on the Linux oper-

ating system, which did not exist prior to this thesis research.

Fig. 3.1A (modified from [9]) conceptualizes the elements of the task. The block

diagram in Fig. 3.1B outlines the information flow desired by such a system, with the

infrastructure covered in this chapter boxed in red.

3.1 Motivation for Hard-Real-Time Pro-

cessing

The purpose of hard-real-time scheduling is to reduce the latency between the

calls to and execution of computer processes. The notion of “hardness” expresses the
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level of accuracy with which timing constraints are obeyed.

The hard-real-time juggling system was preceded in my laboratory by non-real-

time juggling experiments conducted on a Windows platform [9, 10]. The general

thrust of these non-real-time experiments was to study the dynamics of freely running

juggling in the presence and absence of haptic feedback [10]. In order to run the

perturbation experiments—particularly to perturb event feedback timing—a switch

to a higher performance platform with more flexibility and greater timing accuracy

was required.

3.2 Hardware

Experiments were implemented on a Dell OptiPlex 980 Dual Core (4-thread) com-

puter.1 Signals were exchanged between the computer and hardware via an input-

output (I/O) card (National Instruments PCI-6229) daisy-chained to a connector

block (National Instruments SCB-68A), both capable of hard-real-time performance.

The connector block serves as the switchboard whereby the operator’s movements of

a control device (haptic paddle) are input to the computer, and some types of sensory

feedback are output.

The user interacts with the virtual reality task by moving the handle of a haptic

paddle that was based on a design developed at Stanford University (introduced in [8];

1Earlier versions were implemented on a Dual-Core 2-thread pentium, and read encoder counts
on a Sensoray 626 IO counter. No significant difference in performance was noted.
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first use in our laboratory discussed in [9]). The haptic paddle has 1 rotational degree

of freedom and is capstan driven.2 Movements of the handle were sampled with an

encoder (CUI-103), the outputs of which were connected to a set of pins on the I/O

card that were configured to be a counter. The capstan and encoder were mounted on

opposite sides of a motor attached to the paddle armature (A-max 26 Series-110170;

Maxon Precision Motors, Fall River, MA). The motor shaft acted as a common axis

about which force could be applied to the operator’s hand, and hand kinematics could

be passively recorded.

The juggling hardware allows three types of feedback. Visual feedback is displayed

on a 144 Hz monitor (VG248QE; Asus, Taipei, Taiwan). Haptic feedback is provided

by commanding the I/O assembly to send a DC voltage pulse to the motor. Audio

feedback is provided similarly by sending a pulse to a standard 3500 Hz buzzer.

3.3 Software

To overcome difficulties noted in under the Motivation section, a hard real-time

software interface was needed. This entailed both a hard-real-time kernel, and soft-

ware that enabled process-level control to greater depth than the default Linux distri-

bution. We focus the ensuing discussion on software, and reserve discussion of kernel

configuration for Appendix B.

2Because capstan drives are prone to cable slippage, I also tested timing-belt-and-gear drive.
However, because the feasible gear ratios between handle and encoder were much lower, the capstan
design was deemed better because its movements felt more natural and more precise.
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Because we wished to precisely control the timing of all events, we developed a

virtual-reality system on a computer run by a hard-real-time Linux Xenomai ker-

nel, chosen for its state-of-the-art low-latency properties [140]. Custom software was

developed based on an open-source robotic control platform with specific hard-real-

time capability [141, 142]. This allowed all data collection and experimental events

to rigorously occur at a rate of 1000 Hz, and the duration of all feedback displays

to be controlled at 1 ms resolution, with errors never exceeding 40 microseconds (see

Fig. 3.5).

Our software platform of choice for process-level control was the Robot Operating

System (ROS)3 [141], whose versatility, support, and wide array of introspection,

validation, and control tools has made it a standard choice for robotics developers. As

ROS was not capable of the hard-real-time standards required for precisely applying

our perturbations and event-time feedback, we used a hard-real-time control library

that was embeddable within the ROS architecture (OROCOS Real-Time-Toolkit).

This interfacing is explained further in Appendix B. All coding was done in C++.

As ROS is an operating system, the experimental software is encapsulated in a

collection of processes (or “nodes” / “components” in ROS / OROCOS parlance),

which mutually interact through a series of threads that are governed by control poli-

cies that can be set by the user (see Appendix B). The workflow of the experimental

system in schematic form is in Fig. 3.2, with components identified in capital face.

3ROS version Fuerte as of initial development; ROS version Hydro as of rebuild.
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An overview of each component follows.

User interface: juggle UI.exe

In order to reduce user burden, a text-based frontend was developed. Running

the executable juggle UI opens a menu-driven user interface (Fig. 3.3). The main

functionalities are (1) to automate the set up of a file structure for storing experi-

mental data, (2) to allow on-the-fly customization of experimental conditions, and (3)

to enable the experimenter to control experiment flow without needing ROS literacy.

The main options are:

1. Enter Subject Info: This information is output to a file of extension *.info.

The date and the name (first and last) of the participant are used to compose

an identifier for the experiment, which is used to generate a folder system for

data storage.

2. Run Trial: Entry of a trial number causes input of a corresponding trial

schedule file extension *.expt (generated beforehand in Matlab / Octave).

The user then enters a mode to specify the feedback to be made available—1:

Haptic only; 2: Audio only; 3: Audio and Haptic only; 4: Visual only; 5: Visual

and Haptic only; 6: Visual and Audio only; 7: Visual, Audio, and Haptic.

3. Review / Change Parameters: This allows the experimenter to specify a
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mode for the experiment. Defaults are loaded from an XML file.4 These can

be confirmed or overwritten for the current experimental session only, through

the menu interface.

4. Quit: Exits to Linux terminal.

Run Trial begins the experiment once a trial and mode number are entered.

As this depends on the existence of a trial file *.expt and an experiment dossier,

its prerequisites are the generation of a subject dossier and file system (via Enter

Subject Info) and of a set of trial schedules for an experiment (by running a Matlab

/ Octave script described in Appendix B).

Once a trial commences, the UI Component process is activated while juggle UI

remains in suspension, either until the trial completes or is interrupted by the user.

In either case, UI Receiver will signal juggle UI to reactivate it.

UI component

This node interfaces with the hard-real-time (OROCOS) partition of the software

on behalf of the user interface. Its main functions are to (1) parse the entries of

juggle UI and to forward them to the appropriate components, (2) activate compo-

nents on start of the trial, and (3) shut down components if an interrupt command

is issued by the experimenter (i.e. if the user enters “q” or “Q” in the “Experiment

Running” submenu of Fig. 3.3).

4File params /defparams.yaml
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Main component

This contains the main engine for the experiment. Process flow is illustrated

in the flowchart of Fig. 3.4. At the start of the experiment, it enters a transitory

configuration state, where it reads in configuration and start states, and the pre-

designed experimental schedule. It then enters an update state, which operates as

a state machine that switches state between the following alternatives according to

events during the trial:

Redrop state:

This state is evoked at the beginning of each trial, or if the ball drops below a

threshold (enabled with the “Redrop Ball” option in 3.3). During the redrop sequence,

the ball is clamped at a constant position5 while a counter appears and decrements

to 0 s (all rendered in Window component below). Simultaneously, the encoder is

reset and all data buffers are flushed. When the countdown duration expires, the ball

drops and enters the (Juggle state).

Juggle state:

This state simulates a ball and user-controlled paddle in a gravitational field. The

majority of each trial is spent in this state. Several operations are performed during

each 1 kHz callback.

5Default 0.45 m above the bottom of the monitor
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Paddle kinematics

First, the encoder is polled, and changes in count are scaled to veridical hand

movement (with an encoder-counts–to–meters conversion factor) and used to update

paddle position. Paddle velocity is computed with a differential filter (see Appendix

B for further details). Smoothness is enforced by two methods. (1) Resampling

the encoder during same loop—a difference between two consecutive encoder reads

(from separate runs of the update callback) exceeding 100 counts is interpreted as

a sign of jitter, and triggers the encoder to be reread immediately. Although this

operation is placed within a while loop, it has not caused any violations of real-

time system performance to date. (2) Applying a discrete-time polynomial filter

(described in Appendix B). We note that this filtering operation probably would

have been technically unsound on non-hard-real-time renditions of the juggling task,

as assumptions of uniform sampling of data would have been blatantly violated.

Displayed paddle position was updated based on a locking condition specified

in the main UI (Fig. 3.3). In Paddle Free mode, onscreen paddle position was

updated per the encoder count. In Paddle Lock mode, paddle position was clamped

in fixed position. Because paddle movements were tracked with a digital encoder

(see Apparatus), locking was accomplished by retaining encoder data affiliated with

hand movements in memory, and simply never using them to update the paddle

position onscreen. That is to say, paddle velocity was continually updated, while the

locking condition only determined how the positional data was routed and processed.
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Essentially, the Paddle Lock mode actualized the high bounce assumption discussed

in Chapter 2.

Ball kinematics

All rendering was done by the Window component (see below). Ball position

feedback was presented in 2 modes:

In Full Ball Vision mode (Ball flash OFF in Fig. 3.3) the ball was displayed at

all instants. A stationary red cross was placed at the peak ball position starting at

the apex phase of a cycle and persisted onscreen until the subsequent apex.

In Partial Ball Vision mode (Ball flash ON), the ball location was only displayed

during an interval of 17k ms before and after the apex, where k is an (integer) variable

representing some number of frames chosen by the programmer. Accurate rendering

of ball trajectory required a forward estimation of the time of ball apex (trivial from

ball flight equations), in order to predict when to start rendering the ball. In cases

when apex time was perturbed, ball locations were stored in a buffer and showed at

the appropriate time.6 Additionally, starting at the ball beak, a stationary red cross

was placed at the peak ball position for 17k ms, so that it disappeared with the ball.

The short duration of ball flash feedback was determined to be a minimal source

of juggling difficulty during pilot tests, and is also justified scientifically from previous

studies that suggest that visual feedback on the order of milliseconds about the peak is

6As discussed in later chapters, all timing perturbations were delayed with respect to veridical
physics.
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sufficient for juggling [134]. From a design standpoint, restricting the visibility of the

ball trajectory to a specific phase facilitated the presentation of spatial perturbations

in a plausible way.

Ball position is updated using Euler-Newton integration, while collisions are mod-

eled by a coefficient-of-restitution law (see Chapter 2 and Appendix B). Ball dribbling,

which is an example of Zeno behavior (also noted in Chapter 2) is best avoided dur-

ing perturbation studies where scheduling is important and perturbations must be

presented in an ordered manner. Our solution was to incorporate a ball redropping

option prior to the onset of dribbling, which could be toggled as outlined in Fig. 3.3.

In Redrops OFF mode, the ball was allowed to dribble on the paddle (admitting

“sticking solutions” and Zeno behavior). In Redrops ON mode, a small maximal

bounce height (approximately 3 cm or 10% of target height above virtual paddle

position) would trigger the trial to be restarted (and cause the software to re-enter

Redrop state).

During collisions, audio and haptic feedback were presented simultaneously with a

stock delay of 33 ms. The specific feedback that would play was toggled by selecting

a mode number in the UI (see Fig. 3.3).

Window component

This process rendered graphics using the open-source standard OpenGL libraries

(Version 2.3). It only executes drawing functions when it receives new data from
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the Main component. The rate at which these objects are rendered is limited by

hardware, namely the frame rate of the monitor, and by graphical drivers at disposal

(which limited refresh to 60 Hz).

The node receives information about the ball and paddle position, as well as

a state variable indicating one of multiple modes: JUGGLE or REDROP. During

typical JUGGLE mode, the paddle, the goal (simple rectangle primitives), the ball (a

fan primitive), and a cross (two perpendicularly intersecting rectangles) are rendered.

If the ball height exceeds the dimensions of the screen, a red arrow pointing upward

is drawn.

When Ball Flash mode is OFF, Window receives instructions to render on every

loop. During ball flash mode, window node is instructed to receive every 17 loops

(corresponding to a 58 Hz rendering rate), starting 3*17 loops before the ball peak

position, and ending 3*17 loops afterward . This is intended to make the ball flash

animation symmetric about the peak ball position

During REDROP mode, the node renders a 3-second countdown sequence dis-

played roughly at the center of the screen, slightly below the target.

Logging component

The logger receives all data and stores it in a buffer. Further details of how this

was programmed to avoid violations of real-time constraints are in Appendix B.
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Expandability to monitor biopotentials

In the Main component, a flow port was added to record analog signals from the

DAQ card. This flow port was routed to the logging node for recording. Monitoring

was done using a ROS introspection tool, rosqt.

3.4 Validation

Benchmarking and validation was necessary to check timing precision and correct

application of perturbations. Three aspects needed to be checked: (1) Real-time

accuracy of task physics; (2) accuracy of perturbations; (3) accuracy of monitor

display times. An additional validation of (4) adherence to real-time performance

(i.e. OS Stress Testing) for the patched operating system was done as a prerequisite,

and is discussed more in Appendix B.

Physics

Physical states were programmed to be updated at a 1 kHz rate. Timing accuracy

of the physics engine is measured in terms of latencies, or the amount by which

consecutive callbacks were late or slow relative to an expected 1-ms period. These

latencies are shown in a histogram of more than 11 h of data collection in Figure 3.5.

As shown, latencies were almost universally under 10 microseconds.
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Perturbations

Visual perturbations were applied simply by adding an offset to the rendered

ball position, and thus were trivial to produce. However, to verify accuracy of the

timing perturbations, the voltages output by the I/O card were recorded continuously

in time, and the timings of their rising edges (onsets) were recorded in memory for

comparison to the designed perturbations. Figure 3.6A shows the timing deviations of

audio–haptic feedback (mean ˘ 3 s.d.) superimposed on the programmed theoretical

perturbations for a representative experiment, confirming the desired accuracy and

precision. The box plot in Figure 3.6B shows the overall distributions of errors

between actual and theoretical timing perturbations across n “ 16 experiments (note

this is not the same as jitter, which is drawn in Fig. 3.5). The histogram shows

that errors are approximately normally distributed around 0 (perfect accuracy), with

precision within 1 ms. This precision—which appeared to be a fundamental limit of

the 1 kHz callback rate of the ROS–OROCOS setup7—was made relatively minor by

making perturbation magnitudes large, resulting in higher signal-to-noise ratios.

Graphical rendering

Because of the drivers available in Xenomai, it was not possible to take advantage

of full refresh capabilities of the monitor; thus monitor refresh was limited to 60 Hz

7The callback period of the Main node could not be sped up above 1 ms. However, it could be
slowed.
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(approximately 17 ms refresh period). To verify frame rate, a scanner was developed

(Fig. 3.7A), consisting of an array of photodiodes that can read an alternating pattern

of gray bars against a black field that can drawn on the screen by pressing the space-

bar. Figure 3.7B shows a typical example of a bar code reading, which is interpreted

as a series of rising and falling binary pulses. While there is considerable frame-by-

frame variability, the overall average is 17 ms, consistent with a one-frame-every-17

loops rendering signal that was sent from the Main task node.

3.5 Summary

This chapter (and the accompanying Appendix B) outline the development and

operation of a hard-real-time juggling system to implement a perturbed juggling

task with high flexibility and accuracy. The system allows participants to paddle

juggle under realistic perturbations, changing environmental dynamics, and multiple

types of sensory cues (here, visual, audio, and haptic). Chapter 4 outlines the basic

experimental paradigm applied to this system.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of experimental setup. (A) Conceptual drawing of experiments.
Subject holds haptic paddle and moves handle up and down (1 dimension vertically),
generally by combination of wrist, elbow, shoulder rotations. (B) Information flow
between task and juggler.
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MAIN
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Figure 3.2: Overview of paddle juggling software architecture, showing interfacing
between ROS (Robot Operating System) and OROCOS (Open Robot Control Soft-
ware). Each block is a separate subprogram (“node” or “component”). Message
threads connecting each subprogram, and their directionality of data flow, are shown
as arrows. Callback and data transfer rates are presented in Hertz (Hz)
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Figure 3.3: User interface (text-based) for experiments
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Figure 3.4: Logic flow of each experimental trial (embodied in MAIN node from
Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.5: Histogram of timing jitters measured during experiments.
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Figure 3.7: Overview of frame rate testing: (A) Bar code scanner, with circuitry
facing out. When facing monitor, topology is reflected about vertical midline (axis
intersecting source and ground symbols). The circuit is a current divider, with a
photodiode and resistor in each branch. Bar patterns are read as on/off bits measured
at the nodes Vn. (B) Example bit pattern.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Approach

Chapter 3 (with companion Appendix B) presents a hard-real-time platform al-

lowing perturbations of both spatial and—crucially—timing of event-related feedback

in juggling for investigation of closed loop regulation of juggling. The following chap-

ter outlines the paradigm of perturbation-based system identification and the basic

template for experiments to address the questions raised at the end of Chapter 2.

Details of individual experiments, and their results, are reserved for Part III.

4.1 Perturbation-based Identification

Our approach toward investigating the central question of how descending sensory

input regulates rhythmic behavior is to perturb sensory feedback at different phases

of a juggling cycle (described in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6). We apply two types
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of perturbation functions, which are classified in terms of how the amplitude and sign

of the perturbation vary as a function of time. Because we are interested in cycle-by-

cycle control of behavior, this time index is cycle number, and hence perturbations

and subsequent analysis are in discrete time.

Experiment mode

The paddle juggling task is shown in Figure 4.1A. The screen displays a ball of

radius 1 cm and two bars separated by 35 cm. The upper bar serves as a target, while

the lower bar is a virtual reality avatar of the paddle. Participants sit at eye level to

the target and control the virtual paddle by vertically moving the handle of a haptic

paddle placed right of the monitor [8].

Experiments discussed in this thesis consisted of series of trials, each beginning

with the suspension of a virtual ball onscreen at the target height, with a counter

displayed slightly below (Redrop state, as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3).

After a 3 s countdown, the experiment entered the Juggling state, where ball physics

were simulated with 1D ballistic flight equations and a coefficient-of-restitution-based

collision map.

While juggling, participants were instructed to bounce the ball vertically toward

the goal as accurately and consistently as possible by moving the handle of the haptic

paddle vertically. The experimenter coached participants to juggle with elbow angle

at approximately 90 degrees. Each time the ball reached its peak for a given cycle, a
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red cross was temporarily drawn at that position (see Fig. 4.1A for typical example).

High juggling (locked-paddle) control

All experiments were run in Paddle Locked mode: that is, virtual paddle posi-

tion was kept stationary while virtual paddle velocity was computed directly from the

participants’ hand velocities (Fig. 4.1B). As discussed in Chapter 2, this enforces the

high-bounce juggling assumption made in several analytical and experimental stud-

ies. Additionally, locking the virtual paddle position provided the analytical benefit

of making ball kinematics and event times (apex and collision) exactly determinable

from the states of the preceding collision.

Locking the paddle did not seem to materially change the task or make it less

accessible than prior studies. Participants moved their hands rhythmically in quasi-

sinusoidal trajectories as in other paddle juggling apparatuses (Figure 4.1B) [21], and

could learn to perform the task successfully after a single training session.

Experiments were run in Ball Redrop mode, which made Zeno solutions unreach-

able. Other than the fact that we were not interested in Zeno behavior, avoiding it

was very important for a technical reason. Namely, our system and perturbations

were designed under the assumption that juggling cycles have periods on the mil-

lisecond scale, and because Zeno behavior clearly violates this assumption, any trials

exhibiting it would have produced meaningless data.

The nature and purposes of the redrop criterion were not disclosed to participants.
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Rather, they were simply informed that hitting the ball to the goal height was perfect

performance, while letting it bounce too close to the paddle height would cause the

trial to be restarted.

Feedback presentation

Spatial task feedback took the form of visual information about ball position. The

experiment was operated in Ball Flash ON mode (discussed in Chapter 3), where the

ball trajectory was displayed for 13 frames total (approx. 221 ms),1 centered about

ball peak phase.

Timing information was conveyed through the timing of the simultaneous audio

and haptic cues at collisions, and of the onset of the apex flash. To prevent timing

perturbations from affecting the participants’ actions anti-causally—namely at the

collision phases—all event timings were presented with a 33 ms delay bias (subtracted

out of Fig. 3.6 ). Participants likely adapted to this fixed temporal delay, as no one

reported that they noticed it.

4.2 General Experimental Structure

Experiments consisted of three sessions carried out on separate days (each spaced

apart by 1 or 2 days). The exact format of the latter two sessions varied by experiment

1k “ 6 using the notation of Chapter 3
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and will be covered in Part III.

4.2.1 Training protocol (Session 1)

Session 1 of both experiments was a general learning session in which the overall

goal was to acclimate participants to the juggling apparatus and to train them to

juggle continuously for 100 consecutive cycles under normal test conditions (Figure

5.1B, C). As the purpose of this study was not to assess learning, but measure in-

fluence of sensory information during stable behavior in the vicinity of a limit cycle,

participants were encouraged to swing the paddle upward during ball collisions.

Each experiment began with an initial demonstration by the experimenter (RN),

in which he juggled the ball for two trials (approx. 2 min. total). Examples of ac-

curate juggling, misses and recoveries, and redrops were shown to the participant.

In addition, during the second demonstration trial, the experimenter mentioned the

importance of swinging the paddle upward during collisions, and told participants to

watch his hand as he bounced the ball.2

In order to pass a trial, subjects needed to juggle the ball continuously for the

scheduled duration (in *.expt file), which was between 80 and 100 consecutive cycles.

For the first 6 trials of Session 1 in all experiments, the ball was shown continually

onscreen (Ball flash OFF). Participants trained to perform the task as described

above, under reduced gravity (g = -6.54 m{s2, α = 0.8) for trials 1-3; and full gravity

2This demonstration appeared to be vital, as previous pilot testing showed that the haptic paddle
was not intuitive for some volunteers to use.
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for trials 4-6 (g = -9.81 m{s2). Participants were informed when gravity was increased

and when the ball flash mode would be activated.

From trial 7 onward, subjects juggled under full gravity and intermittent ball

feedback centered at the apex (Ball flash ON). After Trial 12, perturbations (either

sinusoidal or step) were introduced on random trials to provide exposure before the

Test sessions began. Subjects were at no time informed of the existence of perturba-

tions.

Beginning with Session 2 of each experiment (described further in Part III), sub-

jects were exposed to perturbations for the entire session following a 6-trial warm-up

period without perturbations.

4.2.2 Perturbation design considerations

We apply two types of perturbations: sinusoidal (Ch 5 and 6) and step (Ch 6).

We allude to some general design principles for perturbations, reserving more details

for Part III.

Amplitude

There is a tradeoff between making a perturbation (1) strong enough to reliably

elicit a response and (2) subtle enough to not engage a conscious strategy or throw

subjects from their limit cycles. Ultimately, 3 cm was a suitable spatial perturbation

magnitude, as determined from empirical observations. Smaller amplitudes were gen-
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erally insufficient for eliciting consistent responses, likely because paddle juggling is

itself a noisy task with high task-related variability. On the other hand, perturbations

larger than 3 cm were too distracting and unnatural for jugglers. For timing pertur-

bations, an amplitude of 30 ms was judged to be strong enough to elicit consistent

human responses while remaining subliminal.

Perturbation studies conducted by other researchers (e.g. [15, 17]) used sums-

of-sines perturbations with several components (generally more than 7). This was

generally not feasible for the paddle juggling task. Pilot tests found that the amplitude

limit of 3 cm was the maximum that could be tolerated, and if the same perturbation

energy were divided among a number of constituent frequencies, the effective stimulus

power at each frequency would have been reduced below the empirical threshold for

eliciting a response.

Onset timing

We generally found that subjects were thrown from the limit cycle if a continuous

perturbation function was turned on too abruptly. Perturbations could be introduced

more subtly by ramping them up from zero. A ramp-up duration of 25 cycles for

sinusoidal perturbations was ultimately chosen.
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Frequency

Stimulus frequencies should be within what may be termed the “sensorimotor

bandwidth”: they should encompass frequencies that capture both high-gain and low-

gain behavior, and ideally describe the transition band between. Across organisms,

closed-loop transfer functions of sensorimotor behavior tend to be low-pass; however,

because cutoff frequencies are not known a priori, perturbation frequencies must often

be initially guessed or chosen out of practical concerns.

Ultimately, the bandwidth of perturbations was determined by the duration of

time a participant was able to bounce the ball to the goal consecutively without

tiring or losing rhythmicity. It was found that, with practice, subjects generally had

little difficulty attaining 100-consecutive cycle perturbations. Window length of 40

seconds was chosen because this allowed null, ramp-up, and perturbations to safely

occur within 1 minute trials. The use of 1-minute trials allowed all experiment sessions

to be completed within 90 minutes.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, we reviewed the basic philosophy and design principles for the

experimental paradigm used in this thesis to explore cycle-by-cycle regulation of

rhythmic movements about a limit cycle. In Part III, we reiterate the hypotheses

of interest, and discuss two perturbation experiments to investigate them.
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Figure 4.1: Paddle juggling task. The bias is subtracted from both signals, so that
they are centered around 0. (A) Overview of paddle juggling task. Participants
bounced a virtual ball on a monitor by moving a handle (haptic paddle) up and
down, and received sensory cues at different phases of each ball bouncing cycle. (B)
Example task kinematics (ball and paddle heights) and hand kinematics (velocity and
position) from a typical experiment. For all experiments, virtual paddle position was
clamped, while virtual paddle velocity was computed from veridical hand movements.
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Part III: Experiments

In Part II, we outlined the development of experimental infrastructure and the ex-

perimental template for investigating questions of how rhythmic behavior is regulated

in a closed-loop manner using visual, auditory, and haptic information.

During experiments, we asked human volunteers to perform a virtual reality paddle

juggling task in which two types of sensory information were subtlely perturbed: (1)

spatial feedback, in the form of visual display of ball heights at collisions, and (2)

timing feedback, in the forms of simultaneous audio and haptic cues at collisions.

These perturbations manifested repectively as increases and decreases in displayed

ball position, or as advances and delays of when feedback of ball collision and apex

events were presented. In contrast to previous perturbation studies, we exclusively

perturb sensory feedback instead of task dynamics and measure motor output at given

frequencies in the sensory bandwidth (see Chapter 4).

Two hypotheses form the basis of experiments to be discussed in this section.

‚ Hypothesis 1: Spatial and timing feedback are fused into a common estimate

of ball movement. To test this, we analyze the relative effects of visual and event-
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timing feedback perturbations on the control of ball position. This approach

is justified by a physics-based closed-loop model in which visual and timing

feedback inform ball position, the latter through the coupling of space and time

in one-dimensional ballistics.

‚ Hypothesis 2: If Hypothesis 1 is true, we would expect control using visual

and timing feedback to have similar dynamics, reflecting processing through

similar pathways (e.g. visuospatial). Conversely, if Hypothesis 1 is falsified, we

would expect that visual and timing feedback would have different dynamics,

reflecting separate cortical pathways and separate descending influences.

These hypotheses will be treated in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively.

Dissemination

Chapters 5 and 6 are adapted from the paper “Human rhythmic arm movements

involve complementary spatial- and timing-based control”, under review as of the

publication of this thesis.
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Chapter 5

Separability of Spatial and Timing

Control

5.1 Introduction

Paddle juggling is a particularly well suited task for addressing cycle-by-cycle

regulation of rhythmic behavior because of its simplicity and the similarity of its

hybrid dynamics to more complex tasks such as spatial juggling and locomotion.

To the extent that prior studies have considered sensory estimation, paddle jug-

gling has been considered a predominantly visual task [104, 132]. Yet, multiple lines

of evidence suggest feedback that is not explicitly spatial may have an important role.

Stable paddle juggling can be accomplished with only haptic feedback [6]. In addition,

haptic event cues at ball–paddle collision instants lead to a categorical improvement
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over vision only in how long a person can sustain a given level of rhythmic accu-

racy [10]. A logical hypothesis that may apply to the juggling task is that non-spatial

feedback provides a timing cue that is integrated into an estimate of ball position [10].

Alternatively, non-spatial feedback may be used by the nervous system to regulate

pacing of movements.

In this experiment, we use a frequency-domain system identification approach to

assess the relationships between motor behavior and sensory stimuli. If timing cues

reinforce spatial control of rhythmic arm movements, perturbations of either modality

would result in statistically equivalent adjustments of ball height (as outlined in our

control model below).

5.2 Model and Hypothesis

Paddle juggling performance is schematized in Figure 5.1A, in terms of general

information flow between task dynamics Gplant, and the human brain and musculo-

skeletal system Gctrl. Our goal is to understand how the human brain uses spatial

and timing feedback, as revealed in the structure of Gctrl.

As a result of locking the paddle (per the high bounce juggling assumption), the

ball trajectory is completely specified for a given cycle by ball peak position xrns and

the paddle velocity urns.
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Hypothetical model of neural estimation and con-

trol

Consistent with previous treatments of paddle juggling, we assume that the ex-

plicit goal of the human brain is to reduce error between ball height and target position

(Fig. 4.1A).

Derivations of the following hypotheses are shown in Appendix C. As shown in

Appendix A, by defining a target position, we implicitly prescribe a target limit cycle,

specified by nominal states. In the vicinity of these nominal states, paddle juggling

can be modeled by the linearized system:

xrn` 1s “ αpbrns ´ b˚q ` p1` αqt˚flightp 9prns ´ 9p˚q (5.1)

Ball flight time (namely, time to collision) and ball peak position are physically cou-

pled: if a ball is perceived to land later than expected, this implies the ball position

was higher than originally believed. Near the limit cycle (i.e. in the vicinity of nominal

states), this space–time relationship is:

∆trns “

c

1

2gb˚
xrns “ Ct

s xrns (5.2)

Ct
s represents the approximate physical mapping from spatial information to tim-

ing information. Due to this coupling in ballistic physics, one may reasonably con-
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jecture that the role of audio or haptic feedback that informs about collision time

is to infer ball position; hence that juggling behavior is dominated by spatial con-

trol [104,132].

Observer model

If ball position were the primary behavioral output of relevance to the brain, we

would expect timing feedback maps to spatial error via an inverse model, and that

the brain would fuse this information with visual feedback— through methods such

as Kalman filtering [130]—to estimate ball position [20, 143]. A possible sequence of

steps is as follows:

1. While the ball is ascending, the juggler has a prior estimate of the upcoming

peak position:

x̂rn|n´ 1s

2. When the ball position is flashed on screen, the spatial observation is used to

update the ball position estimate via the observer gain Ls:

x̂rn|ns “ x̂rn|n´ 1s ` Lsrnspysrns ´ x̂rn|n´ 1sq

“ x̂rn|n´ 1s ` Lsrnsp∆xrns ´∆x̂rn|n´ 1s ` ηsrnsq
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3. After the ball flashes it descends (invisibly to the participant) and, using this

most current estimate, the juggler determines a velocity at which to swing the

paddle according to a control policy:

urns “ Kx̂rn|ns

4. After swinging the paddle, the juggler receives simultaneous audio and haptic

feedback (an assumption enforced in reality due to the stock delay in audio-

haptic feedback, Chapter 4). Since this feedback is not a function of ball velocity,

we assume it provides (only) a timing cue (and not a spatial cue). Because this

feedback arrives after the selection of action urns (an assumption enforced by the

design of our experiment), it informs a delayed update to ball state estimation

via an observer gain, Lt:

x̂rn|ytrn` 1s, ns “ x̂rn|ns ` Ltrn` 1spytrns ´ t̂descrnsq

“ x̂rn|ns ` Ltrn` 1sCs
t pxrns ´ x̂rn|ns ` ηtrnsq

5. The next cycle’s ball peak position is predicted by incorporating timing feedback

into a forward model of the juggling physics.

x̂rn` 1|ns “ Ax̂rn|ytrn` 1s, ns `Burns
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In the above framework, the estimator gains Ls and Lt, respectively describing how

spatial feedback and timing feedback are used to update the juggler’s estimate of ball

position, are assumed constant. This formulation extends without loss of generality

to adaptive estimators that have reached steady state, such as Kalman filters, which

have a Bayesian interpretation [130]. This assumption is reasonable because jugglers

are trained extensively through 1 - 1.5 hours of practice in Session 1, such that they

achieve a consistent level of accuracy and behavior that has signatures of a steady

state of performance. In addition, the first several juggling cycles are omitted from

analysis to eliminate transients.

During stable ball juggling, if the human brain and musculoskeletal system be-

haved linearly around the nominal goal, there would be a direct relationship between

frequency content of a given sensory input and of motor output via a frequency-

dependent scaling, encapsulated in the transfer function, Hrzs. In the context of

ball juggling, this relationship can be expressed in the following frequency-domain

equation, where spatial or timing perturbations at a given frequency (captured in the

variable z) are represented by Nsrzs or Ntrzs:

Xrzs “ Hs
CLrzsNsrzs `H

t
CLrzsNtrzs (5.3)

Assuming unbiased spatial and timing estimators Ls and Lt (e.g. Kalman filters)

that have reached a steady state over a juggling session, it can be shown that the
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transfer functions have the following forms:

Hs
CLrzs “

z´1BKLs

I ´ z´1pA`BKLsq ´ z´2

„

BK

ˆ

Â´ B̂KLs
˙

`BK

ˆ

LsÂ` B̂K

˙

H t
CLrzs “

BK

„

I ´ Ls


ÂLt

I ´ z´1pA`BKLsq ´ z´2

„

BK

ˆ

Â´ B̂KLs
˙

`BK

ˆ

LsÂ` B̂K

˙

According to this model—which assumes that both spatial and timing feedback are

incorporated into a spatial estimate of ball position—we expect the correlations be-

tween either type of perturbation and ball position to be statistically equivalent (see

Appendix C). This prediction can be tested by applying sinusoidal perturbations to

spatial feedback and the timing of event feedback (simultaneous audio and haptic

pulses at collisions, and ball flash onsets at apices). Because sinusoidal perturbations

allow us to concentrate stimulus energy at various frequencies, we can further test

whether this equivalence, if any, holds throughout the sensorimotor bandwidth.

5.3 Experiment

We recruited n “ 10 participants (ages 18-27, mean = 22.7 years; 3 females),

who were right-handed [144] and näıve to paddle juggling. Experiments were carried

out in accordance with protocols approved by the Johns Hopkins Institutional Review

Board (IRB). Prior to all experiment sessions, participants provided written informed
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consent per IRB guidelines.

Each experiment comprised 3 sessions. Session 1 was a training session as de-

scribed in Chapter 4. During Sessions 2 and 3, peak phase feedback was provided as

ball flashes about peaks, and collision phase feedback as simultaneous 10-ms haptic

and audio cues at collisions. We perturbed spatial feedback by adding a height offset

to ball feedback (ηsrns in Figures 5.1A, C), so that during each affected cycle, the rep-

resentation of the ball was higher or lower than the veridical position. We perturbed

timing by adding a delay to the display of collision and visual events, on top of a

33 ms delay bias (ηtrns in Figures 5.1A, D). Perturbation amplitudes were restricted

to below this delay bias magnitude, to assure that even for temporal advances, the

haptic feedback event would occur after ball–paddle collision and not interfere with

the hand movements at impact [10]. Because all event feedback from the beginning

included this 33-ms delay, we assume subjects perceptually adapted to it so that it

did not affect their motor responses.

Perturbations varied sinusoidally over juggling cycle number (Fig. 5.1A) following

a period of 25 juggling cycles without perturbation, and 25 juggling cycles of ramping

to full amplitude. Full perturbation strength was sustained for over 40 cycles so that

discrete-time Fourier transforms could be computed without leakage [145]. Pertur-

bations varied by cycle number n and were applied to spatial (ηsrns) or event timing
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(ηtrns) feedback as follows:

ηsines rns “ 0.03 sin

ˆ

2πn

Np

` φp

˙

rms

ηsinet rns “ 0.03 sin

ˆ

2πn

Np

` φp

˙

` 0.033rss

(5.4)

Here p “ 1, 2, . . . , nfreq is the perturbation index number; nfreq is the total number

of frequencies tested; φp “
2πk
40

is the phase offset for each sinusoid, where k was

pseudorandomly selected from 1, 2, . . . , 40; and Np “
2
40
, 7

40
, 13

40
, 17

40
is the period of the

perturbation in perturbation cycles per juggling cycle. For intuition on the timescale

of these perturbation periods, assume that the juggling period is about 0.5 s, in which

case the perturbations repeat every 10 s, 2.86 s, 1.54 s, and 1.18 s, respectively.

5.4 Data Analysis

Time-domain data extraction

For each participant, we analyzed two response variables: the veridical ball posi-

tion (displayed minus perturbation), and the velocity trajectory of the virtual paddle

(equal to the velocity of the hand). Paddle velocities were analyzed cycle-by-cycle

by sectioning them into intervals bounded in time by consecutive ball–paddle colli-

sions. Because the period of each cycle varied, we linearly interpolated paddle velocity

between two consecutive collision times, rtcoll i, tcoll i+1s and converted to a common
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phase axis r0, 360s.

To account for the possibility that the response to event timing perturbations

may not manifest in ball apex positions or velocity magnitudes, we considered an

additional variable related to timing—the shift of the paddle relative to the actual

collision time for a given cycle, in seconds. This variable was computed as the timing

of the first crossing of the 95% maximum velocity point, coinciding with upward

paddle movement during collision events [104, 126]. This avoids the noisy estimates

that are typical when identifying the time of extrema events [146].

Consistent with our modeling framework in terms of deviations from nominal

juggling behavior, all behavioral variables were analyzed with respect to their mean

value. For sinusoidally perturbed trials, this mean was computed within the 40-cycle

window between cycles 51 and 90, after full perturbation strength was applied; and

for step perturbed trial.

Estimating transfer (frequency-response) functions

To estimate transfer functions, we used a frequency domain-based system identi-

fication approach of adding sinusoidally varying perturbations to sensory feedback of

the juggling task (Eqn. 5.4) and measuring motor output. From an information pro-

cessing perspective, this corresponds to measuring how the nervous system responds

as the sensory inputs are manipulated at specific frequencies within the sensorimotor

bandwidth.
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For each sinusoidally perturbed trial, we first performed a pre-processing step of

windowing off each time-domain perturbation and response signal between cycles 51

and 90 (using rectangular windows), and subtracting the corresponding means across

this interval: this converted all perturbations and motor responses into deviations

about the nominal for the trial.

We then calculated discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) of these windowed sig-

nals in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) using the Fast Fourier Transform.

Transfer function estimates (sometimes called frequency-response functions, or FRFs)

were computed using standard methods: for each stimulus frequency, the DFT of the

output behavior was divided by the DFT of the perturbation at that frequency, re-

sulting in a Np-point estimate of the FRF corresponding to the number of unique

stimuli. Mean FRF values were computed by averaging raw (complex-valued) DFT

values and then computing magnitude and phase (translated to a [-300, 60) degree

domain). Dispersions of magnitude and phase responses were determined by com-

puting DFTs of individual measurements at each stimulus frequency and performing

either of the following operations: (1) computing a range from the minima and max-

ima of the magnitude and phase responses, or (2) calculating standard error, based

on bootstrap resampling among individual magnitude and phase responses. The type

of dispersion measurement used is identified case-by-case in each figure.
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Estimating spectral coherence

Defining N rzs to be the DFTs of either perturbation and Xrzs to be that of either

output behavior, coherence [147] is calculated as:

Cη, xrzs “
|Gη,xrzs|

2

Gη,ηrzsGx,xrzs

|Gη,x| is magnitude of the cross-spectral density between the perturbation ηrns and

motor output xrns, and Gη,η and Gx,x are respectively the power spectral densities

of the perturbation and output. In the absence of noise, variables that are related

by a (linear) transfer function have a coherence of 1; thus coherence is a measure of

a system’s linearity [15, 17]. If our model in Eqn. 5.3 correctly captures the system

dynamics, we would expect that by separately perturbing spatial (N srzs) or timing

(N trzs) feedback, we would see comparably high coherence to either type of pertur-

bation. Therefore, measuring and comparing coherence enables us to test our hy-

pothesis that spatial and timing information are incorporated indistinguishably into

ball position control. A systematic and significant differential effect on coherence

based on input modality would be evidence of a different control structure where dis-

tinct but complementary states are driven by spatial and timing feedback respectively

(Fig. 5.1).
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5.5 Results

The purpose of Experiment 1 was to test the hypothesis that spatial and timing

perturbations have statistically equivalent effects on the spatial variable of ball posi-

tion. For each subject, we analyzed two response variables: the actual unperturbed

ball bouncing trajectory (unseen by subjects), and actual hand velocity to control

the virtual paddle.

While some participants incidentally commented that their ease of hitting the

height target appeared to vary throughout the experiments, there was no pattern to

when they made these comments, or which perturbation conditions tended to elicit

them. Participants expressed no awareness of the onset and nature of perturbations.

Spatial and timing regulation exhibit linearity

Figure 5.2 demonstrates the response of a typical juggler to slow and fast sinusoidal

perturbations of both spatial feedback (Fig. 5.2A) and event timing (Fig. 5.2B). Under

slow spatial perturbations (2 perturbation cycles / 40 juggling cycles, left panel of

Fig. 5.2A), participants hit the displayed ball to the goal line on average (blue line),

but oscillated noticeably above and below the target per cycle. Hence, the observed

ball error failed to converge to zero.

Timing perturbations (Fig. 5.2C, D) were implemented as fluctuating delays of

feedback with respect to veridical physics. We examined the timing of paddle move-

ments, as reflected as phase shifts with respect to peak velocity. Similar but weaker
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magnitudes of timing behavior are observed at higher perturbation frequencies (7

perturbation cycles per 40 juggling cycles, left panel, Fig. 5.2D).

In light of the strong correspondences between spatial perturbations and actual

ball position, and between temporal perturbations and paddle timing shifts, we ex-

amined these signals in the frequency domain as a test of linearity. Spectral power

of ball position was almost exclusively concentrated at spatial perturbation frequen-

cies (Fig. 5.3A), while spectral power of paddle timing shifts were almost exclusively

concentrated at timing perturbation frequencies (Fig. 5.3B). These correspondences

signify that there are strong correlations between ball position and spatial feedback

on one hand, and paddle timing and event timing perturbations on the other.

Spatial and timing control are dissociable

Previous research suggests that rhythmic task control, for tasks such as juggling,

is purely spatial, and that ball position is the primary control variable of inter-

est [125, 132]; were this true—and the role of timing feedback could be sufficiently

described via a mapping to spatial ball position— paddle juggling could be sufficiently

described as a multiple-input, single-output system where perturbations to both spa-

tial and timing feedback are equivalently correlated to ball position. We tested this

hypothesis by computing the spectral coherences of each stimulus–response pair at

all frequencies. For each test frequency, the mean coherence of spatial perturbation

with ball position was greater than with paddle timing shift (Fig. 5.3C). Conversely,
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for each test frequency of timing perturbations, coherences with paddle timing shifts

were greater than with ball positions (Fig. 5.3D).

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) reveals that for spectral coherence, there was a sig-

nificant interaction between type of perturbation and behavioral response (F = 81.04,

p ă 0.005), suggesting that spatial or timing perturbations have dissociable effects on

behavior. Within each perturbation modality, there was a main effect of behavioral

response (F = 25.26, pă 0.001 for spatial perturbations, F = 57.32, p ă 0.001 for tim-

ing perturbations), but not for perturbation frequencies, indicating that differences in

correlation were primarily driven by stimulus type. Post-hoc comparisons of spatial

perturbation trials (Tukey’s HSD test) showed that coherence with ball height was

higher on average than with paddle timing for all frequencies, reaching statistical sig-

nificance for frequency 13 stimulus cycles / 40 juggling cycles (p ă 0.001). Conversely,

the same analysis for timing perturbation trials showed that coherence with paddle

time shift was significantly higher than with ball height for all frequencies (p ă 0.001

for frequencies 2/40 and 7/40; p ă 0.05 for frequencies 13/40 and 17/40). Altogether,

these analyses shed light on the nature of the differential effect of perturbation type

on behavior: spatial perturbations induce coherent responses in a spatial behavior

(namely ball bounce height), and timing perturbations induce coherent responses in

a separate timing-related behavior (paddle shifts).

When we examined the actual ball position (as opposed to displayed), jugglers

showed a propensity to hit the oscillations anti-phase to the perturbations (red line),
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as if to cancel them out (5.2B). As perturbation frequencies increase (7 perturbation

cycles per 40 juggling cycles in right panel, 5.2B), response weakens (magnitude

decreases). We observed that jugglers not only shift the timing of peak paddle velocity

at the frequency of perturbation (Figure 5.2B), but do so in-phase with perturbations.

Response magnitudes in dB measure the relative sensitivity (in a colloquial sense)

of output behavior to input stimuli of various frequencies. The magnitude responses

of both Bode plots show that motor output sensitivity becomes progressively weaker

with increasing stimulus frequency, coinciding with the observation that behavioral

response in the time domain diminished with perturbation frequency (Fig. 5.3). Re-

sponse magnitudes (Fig. 5.3C,D; gain plots) monotonically decrease as frequency

increases; that is, they are low-pass. By inspection, the rate of decrease of the spa-

tial response is slower than for the timing response, suggesting the bandwidth of the

spatial closed-loop behavior is smaller than that of the timing closed-loop controller.

The phase shifts (lower panels), however, are markedly different. The phase re-

sponse of the spatial frequency-domain plots shows a phase lag indicative of pertur-

bation rejection, consistent with the anti-phase behavior shown in Figure 5.2A. For

timing perturbations however, paddle time shifts are in-phase with timing perturba-

tions, indicating entrainment.
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5.6 Discussion

Rhythmic tasks such as paddle juggling are widely assumed to be predominantly

visuospatial in nature, and all previous analyses, to our knowledge, consider the con-

trolled states of interest to be spatial and ultimately map to ball position. Although

it is generally observed that haptic or audio feedback cues are sufficient for stable

performance [6], or conducive to task control [10] or learning [148], their influence on

movement—particularly rhythmic—is poorly understood.

Both spatial and timing feedback perturbations impact human behavior. We hy-

pothesized that spatial and timing feedback are fused into a common estimate of

ball movement; our results falsify this concept. Rather, two distinguishable responses

are observed: (1) out-of-phase corrections (compensation) of spatial perturbations

and (2) in-phase movement paddle adjustments (entrainments) to timing perturba-

tions. These patterns generalized across individuals, despite the fact that they were

not informed of the existence of perturbations and experienced them only implicitly

through feedback.

Previous studies, under an assumption of sinusoidal paddle trajectories, have con-

sidered phase of paddle movement (but not timing) as a behavioral state during

juggling [125], while others have observed a general correlation between overall pad-

dle and ball periods [7]. However, our study reveals that paddle timing may be a

separately controlled variable driven by the timing of feedback events, with a con-

trol objective reflecting synchrony (judging by the in-phase response of Bode plots in
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Fig. 5.3).

This finding is consistent with observations in the temporal discrimination litera-

ture that suggest that, in the presence of temporally conflicting visual and auditory

information, human perception of timing is biased in the direction of audition. We

investigate the dynamics of these seemingly different processes in a follow-up experi-

ment discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6

Dynamics of Spatial and Timing

Control

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 5, we presented evidence that spatial and timing perturbations invoke

separable correction mechanisms. However, as the identification method relied on

windowed Fourier analysis, it has poor timing resolution and therefore limited utility

for parsing cycle-by-cycle dynamics. This shortcoming is addressed in the follow-up

experiment described in this chapter, which utilizes both sinusoidal and step pertur-

bations.

Step perturbations enable the use of model-selection and model-fitting methods

to assess the time-domain dynamics and ultimately develop parametric models of the
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spatial and timing-based closed-loop methods employed by the nervous system. We

test the following hypotheses. (1) Spatial and timing control have distinct dynamics,

a premise that would be validated if we were to apply model selection processes to

the data of spatially and temporally perturbed feedback and reveal different optimal

models. (2) Distinct dynamics, if found, are analogous to the control of other tasks

involving spatial and timing regulation, and these tasks might involve different brain

networks.

6.2 Experiment

Experiments were carried out in accordance with protocols approved by the Johns

Hopkins IRB. Prior to all experiment sessions, participants provided written informed

consent per IRB guidelines.

A total of n “ 16 right-handed participants [144] were recruited (5 in common

with Experiment 1; ages 18-33, mean = 24.4 years; 8 females). The gross struc-

ture of Experiment 2 (Fig. 6.1) paralleled that of Experiment 1 with the following

within-session differences: (1) perturbations were exclusively either spatial or tempo-

ral (with order counterbalanced across sessions); (2) the 40 perturbation trials were

evenly divided into 20 sinusoidal perturbations and 20 step perturbations intermixed

in random order. Sinusoidal perturbations were as in Eqn. 5.4 in Chapter 5. Step

perturbations were ˘0.04 m for spatial (corresponding to sudden positive or nega-
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tive jump in displayed ball position), and ˘0.03 s for temporal (corresponding to an

advanced or delayed display of feedback), as in Eqn. 6.1:

ηsteps rns “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

0 n ď Nd

˘0.04 n ą Nd

rms

ηstept rns “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

0.033 n ď Nd

0.033˘ 0.03 n ą Nd

rss

(6.1)

Here Nd is a delay (in the total number of juggling cycles) uniformly distributed

between 15 and 20 relative to the beginning of the trial.

6.3 Methods

The overall method is to analyze step-perturbed and sinusoidally perturbed be-

havior in a two-pronged approach.

Given evidence that closed-loop behavior could be described by a linear (discrete-

time) system (Chapter 5), we assumed that closed-loop behavior was encompassed by

the set of rational-polynomial models [149]. Assuming this general class of models,

we performed an initial model selection procedure to determine the model order (in

terms of number of poles and zeros) that achieved the best balance of model accuracy

and reliability (“consistency” in the colloquial sense). Once this model was selected,
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a model fitting procedure was performed for individual jugglers, in which specific

parameters within this model form were determined. We presently elaborate on each

stage of this analysis.

Signal analysis / preprocessing

As in Experiment 1 (Chapter 5), we analyzed two response variables for each

participant: the veridical ball position (displayed minus perturbation), and the time

shift of the paddle for a given cycle, as determined from hand velocity.

Analyzed trials featured either sinusoidal or step perturbations. Sinusoidally-

perturbed trials were analyzed using a windowing method described in Chapter 4.

Step-perturbed trials were likewise analyzed with respect to their mean value, here

defined within a 7-cycle frame prior to the perturbation. Given the results of Chapter

5, we considered ball position as the dependent variable of spatial regulation, and

paddle time shift as the dependent variable of timing regulation.

Candidate models

All model fitting was performed in the time domain using step responses. Con-

troller candidate models were chosen among frequency response functions of rational
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polynomial form [149]:1

GM,N
Ctrl rzs “

U rzs

Y rzs
“ K

śM
m“1pz ´ amq

śN
n“1pz ´ bnq

, N ěM (6.2)

Here z “ expt´jωu is a complex-valued function of the stimulus frequency ω (radians

/ s), and there are N `M ` 1 real-valued scalar parameters, K, am, and bm. The

causality constraint N ě M guarantees that outputs are never dependent on future

inputs.

Each of these candidate controllers was placed inside a closed-loop system based on

our block diagram of paddle juggling in the previous chapter (repeated in Fig. 6.1A).

From this diagram, a closed-loop transfer function, relating perturbation input to

behavioral output, can be calculated thus:

GCL “
GplantGctrl

1`GfdbkGplantGctrl

(6.3)

Here Gctrl is defined in Eqn. 6.2, and Gfdbk corresponds to the feedback gain associated

with a given sensory modality. It is of unity gain with a sign reflecting whether

the closed-loop behavior suggested negative feedback control (error correcting) or

positive feedback control (entrainment). Specifically Gfdbk “ ´1 for spatial control

1Technically, such a factorization assumes that all poles and zeros are real-valued, which elim-
inates closed-loop systems exhibiting behavior that is oscillatory in cycle number, particularly as
MATLAB’s search space for optimization functions is the real domain. However, this was deemed
not to be a critical limitation because (1) a more general transfer function expression consisting of
unfactored polynomials did not lead to better fits; and (2) this factorization allows for boundaries to
placed on parameter search spaces in Matlab, which are easier to enforce than nonlinear constraints.
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and Gfdbk “ 1 for timing control.

Gplant, the plant transfer function, assumes one of two forms depending on the

stimulus-response pair considered: spatial perturbation—[actual] ball position pNsrzs, Xrzsq;

or timing perturbation—paddle (hand) timing shift pNtrzs, Tshiftrzsq. For the spatial

case, the plant is described by the the (linearized) juggling dynamics relating pad-

dle velocity to ball apex height in Eqn. (5.1), assuming that participants are skilled

enough to hit the ball to a consistent height and achieve near-limit-cycle behavior.

This can be expressed in the frequency domain as follows (derived in Appendix C):

Gplant “
b˚

g

p1` αqz

z ´ α
(6.4)

For the temporal case, we adopt a parsimonious plant model of Gplant “ 1, since we

are taking timing of the motor command directly as the motor output and ball-paddle

collision always occurs at the same height.

Statistical analyses and model fitting

All statistical analyses and model selection procedures were performed on subject-

averaged data in MATLAB. Because the sensorimotor behavior being modeled was

strongly suspected to be linear (see Chapter 5), two options were considered—frequency-

domain fitting of FRFs, or time-domain fitting of step responses. A model fit to either
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domain was expected to be equivalent to a fit in the other domain.2 Thus, one indi-

cator of the underlying truth of a model fit was its ability to cross-validate from one

domain to the other.

Fits were initially performed on bootstrap-sampled FRF averages in MATLAB

by means of the fmincon function, using a least-squares cost function.3 While the

frequency-domain-based fitting approach was successful in other studies [16, 150],

when applied to the human data gathered in this experiment, it was unable to yield

fits that cross-validated to the time domain. There was also core difficulty in fitting

to low-gain, high-band frequency data. Weighted cost functions could not overcome

the poorness of these fits and their cross-domain validation results. The problem

seemed to be rooted in the lack of proper constraints: when cost functions were

plotted, they were relatively flat, lacking clear minima. This was reflected in the

fact that bootstrap-resampled solutions formed hyperbolic solution surfaces, suggest-

ing the data was underconstrained, with many solutions showing signs of biological

infeasibility (e.g. weightings that greatly exceeded 100 percent).

To improve cross validation to the time domain, while still fitting to the frequency

domain, we next tried to impose nonlinear inequality constraints to enforce closed-

loop stability,4 Final-Value-Theorem, and Initial-Value-Theorem constraints. How-

ever these additional constraints did not materially improve fits: resulting solutions

2Depending on the region of convergence of the Z transform
3Of form J “ ΣpĤrzs ´Hrzsq2
4eigenvalues of closed loop transfer function ď 1
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did a poor job of predicting the step response between its initial and final points, and

MATLAB appeared to only softly enforce constraints that were not explicit bounds

on parameter search spaces.

Ultimately, we chose an alternate approach of model fitting to step responses in the

time domain, since a least-squares fit in this domain would naturally obey all of the

above constraints. We minimized the squared Euclidean norm of the error between

the measured [closed-loop] step response x[n] and x̂ estimated from simulating the

step response of HCLrzs.

J “
Nd`30
ÿ

Nd´7

px̂rns ´ xrnsq2

x̂rns “ ηsteps rns ˚ ĥclrns

Here, the convolution operation was implemented using lsim in Matlab (replacing

ĥrns with GCLrzs determined from selecting a hypothetical model of Eqn. 6.2 and

plugging into Eqn. 6.3).

We close with remarks about the failure of direct FRF fitting for this data. A

possible explanation is that other studies where this fitting was more successful [16,

17, 150] involved more densely sampled frequency spectra through the use of sum-

of-sines stimuli that allowed multiple frequencies in the FRF to be probed within

a single trial. However, as discussed in Chapter 4, we suspect that variability, or

“noisiness”, is much greater for the paddle juggling task than for these other tasks

(whole body movements of animals), such that sum-of-sines stimuli would not have

elicited detectible behavioral responses for this task.
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Model selection

Model selection was based on a method outlined in [16], which balances model

accuracy and inter-person reliability (“consistency” in the colloquial sense), summa-

rized here. For each model and each given step perturbation, a training data set was

generated by averaging the step responses across all data, minus one participant (set

aside as a test data point). The parameters of the model were optimized in a least-

squares error sense, and a leave-one-out cross validation error was computed as the

squared error of this optimal fit against the average of the excluded participant’s data

(test set). This process was repeated for each participant, to generate distributions of

cross-validation errors and optimal parameter fits. Model accuracy was determined as

the average cross-validation error across participants, while reliability was determined

as the maximum singular value across the ensemble of optimal parameter sets.

Assessment of model quality was an iterative process where a model of the form

in Eqn. 6.2 was chosen and placed in a transfer function of form in Eqn. 6.3; a step

response was simulated under an initial set of model parameters (K, am, bn); goodness

of fit was computed between the simulated step response and the averaged behavioral

step response from step perturbation trials (in terms of least-square error); and model

parameters (K, am, bn) to minimize least-square error were determined via nonlinear

optimization (fmincon in MATLAB). This process was repeated for all models of

complexity up to 5 free parameters (a gain K and pM,Nq “ p1, 3q). The optimal

model was determined to be the one that maximized accuracy and reliability; that is,
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minimized both the cross-validation error and the singular value.

6.4 Results

Spatial control is proportional–integral

Coherence analysis (Fig. 5.3) suggests that spatial- and timing-based control affect

ball position and paddle timing selectively. Time-domain behavior (Fig. 5.2) further

implies that jugglers hit the ball to counter spatial perturbations, but adjust their

hand movements to follow timing perturbations. We sought to determine the feedback

control structure of spatial and timing control parametrically, and with it, how the

brain integrates spatial and timing feedback into movement on a cycle-by-cycle basis.

Fig. 6.2 shows that generally, models with fewer parameters tend to have less

accuracy but greater inter-juggler reliability, as they tend to capture fewer nuances

of data in favor of a parsimonious model. Models with higher numbers of parameters

are generally more accurate, but at the cost of overfitting data, resulting in low inter-

subject reliability. For spatial control (Fig. 6.2A), the best model that achieved a

combination of low cross-validation error and high intersubject parameter reliability

was a model of form pM,Nq “ p1, 1q. Algebraically, this corresponds to the following
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discrete-time control law:

urns “ bsurn´ 1s `Kysrns `Kasysrn´ 1s (Spatial)

Here urns is paddle velocity, ysrns is ball feedback error relative to the goal; and

bs, as are scalar coefficients representing the influence of the previous cycle’s paddle

velocity and error. This corresponds to a proportional–integral (PI) Model with

a leaky memory term. We also fitted to a “pure” PI model (pole = 1, of form

urns “ bsurn ´ 1s `Kysrns `Kasysrn ´ 1s) and found this to be more reliable, but

inferior in accuracy, likely due to underfitting data.

Timing control is proportional

Using similar methods to those above, we assessed the fit of several models to

timing perturbation response (Fig. 6.2B). The optimal controller was of the form (N,

M) = (0, 1), which algebraically corresponds to the following discrete-time control

law:

tshiftrns “ Ktshiftrn´ 1s ` btηtrn´ 1s (Timing)

where tshiftrns is paddle timing shift as defined in Fig. 5.2. This law suggests

that paddle timing is chiefly a function of the previous cycle’s paddle timing and the
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current timing perturbation, and is hence a proportional law.

Control models predict step responses

Having determined forms of spatial and timing control laws, we proceeded to (1)

estimate model parameters for individual subjects and (2) test their generalizability

across time-domain and frequency-domain data.

Figure 6.3 shows average human response to spatial and timing perturbations, in

both time and frequency domains. The perturbation (red), average subject response

(black), and the response from the juggler models (blue) selected in Fig. 6.2 are

shown. Time-domain behavior is presented as the step response to feedback that is

abruptly jumped up or down by a constant value in the spatial case, or jumped forward

or backward in time in the temporal case. Consistent with responses to sinusoidal

perturbations (Fig. 5.2), participants attempt to cancel the perturbation in the spatial

case (Fig. 6.3A, n “ 16), while their paddle time shift is in the direction of the

temporal perturbation (Fig. 6.3B, n “ 6). The step response to spatial perturbations

is in the form of a decreasing exponential (r2 “ 0.9756), which is a signature of a

proportional-integral controller. As expected, at late time steps there is a monotonic

decrease (Spearman’s ρ = -0.4320, p ă 0.05). Specifically, this is well approximated

by a linear decrease function (F = 5.9, p = 0.025). The step response to timing

perturbations exhibits signatures of a step function (r2 “ 0.9139), which saturates

at a value lower than the perturbation magnitude. Consequently at late time steps
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error appears to level off and there is no significant correlation with cycle number

(Spearman’s rank test, p “ 0.22).

Spatial- and timing-based closed-loop control are

distinct, approximately linear processes

We repeated the spectral-coherence-based ANOVA from Experiment 1 on the data

from Experiment 2, to verify whether spatial and timing control were still statistically

dissociable. This ANOVA confirmed an interaction between stimulus modality and

behavioral response (F = 4.05, p = 0.047 for spatial; F = 7.8, p ă 0.01 for timing).

Combining step and sinusoidal perturbations in Experiment 2 enabled us to assess

not only correction dynamics across cycle number, but frequency response of the

spatial and timing controllers. These data provided a further test of the assumption

that closed-loop control of spatial information (the ball) and timing information (the

paddle timing) are linear. Namely, the best-fit model of each controller in the time

domain should theoretically correspond to the best-fit in the frequency domain.

To assess similarity between both time-domain and frequency-domain models,

we computed the frequency-domain representation of the spatial- and timing-based

controllers and compared it to the frequency domain control behavior directly gath-

ered from sinusoidal perturbation trials (Figures 6.3C and D). For conceptual clarity,

these frequency domain plots map from the current cycle’s perturbation ηsinerns to
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the subsequent cycle’s response xrn` 1s or tshiftrn` 1s.

As in Experiment 1 in Chapter 5, we computed Bode plots from the sinusoidal

perturbations. Interestingly, the controllers, whose parameters were fitted in the time

domain, closely align with the frequency domain responses, and fall within the ranges

measured in sinusoidal-perturbation experiments. This provides further evidence that

the spatial and timing-based closed-loop control are both approximately linear.

Control models specify responses of individuals

Results presented thus far represent group averaged data. To develop a distribu-

tion of the parameters, we performed statistical bootstrapping by resampling (with

replacement) each subject. This process was repeated 200 times to achieve the scatter

plots in Figure 6.4. The centroid of these distributions corresponds to the best-fit

controller model.

For the spatial controller, our bootstrap mean estimates were (K, b, a) = (-1.14,

0.81, 0.920), corresponding to a control law of:

urn` 1s “ 0.92urns ´ 1.14ysrns ´ 0.9234ysrn´ 1s

For the timing controller, our bootstrap estimates were (K, a) = (0.7769, 0.7567),
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corresponding to a control law of:

tshiftrn` 1s “ 0.7567tshiftrns ` 0.7769ytrns

|a| ă 1 is signature of a “leaky” memory process.

We asked whether controller fits were simply an emergent property across sub-

jects, or whether they accounted for behavior observed across individual subjects.

Individual best-fits for subjects (red crosses in Fig. 6.4) tend to lie along the axes of

the ellipsoid of bootstrap fits, as expected. Figure 6.5 shows results for four represen-

tative subjects (A, B: spatial perturbations; C, D: timing perturbations), indicating

that spatial-based and timing-based control are accurate models of subject behavior

in the time domain. As shown (left column), they also align with frequency domain

estimates, suggesting both control processes are linear among individual subjects.

6.5 Discussion

In this experiment, we interrogated the spatial- and timing-based controllers

by introducing abrupt jumps (step perturbations) into visual and timing feedback,

and cross validating with frequency-response functions. Our approach contrasts

with previous studies which have focused predominantly on correlations between fac-

tors [3, 132] or behavior at long-term trial-averaged scales rather than short-term

cycle-by-cycle resolutions [126].
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The control laws we estimated are in the form of 1st order difference equations,

consistent with previous studies suggesting that error correction in tasks as diverse as

discrete reaching [151] and rhythmic ball bouncing [3,10,126] occurs on fast timescales

(typically fewer than 3 repetitions). Specifically, the spatial correction pattern we

observe in Figure 6.3 is a decaying exponential, equivalent to a class of error correction

widely demonstrated in visuospatial control without explicit timing components [152].

Our model selection process determines how 1-step history of error and motor output

leads to this correction pattern by way of a proportional–integral controller.

By manipulating event time feedback, we determined that timing-based control

resembles a proportional control process wherein action on a given cycle depends

on the previous action and the most recent feedback. Congruently, we found that

responses to timing perturbations are a different class, in which behavioral corrections

saturate (Fig. 6.3), indicating a ceiling in synchronization performance.

These models not only describe average subject behavior, but also capture id-

iosyncrasies of individual participants (Fig. 6.5). By cross-validating these models

with frequency-domain system functions measured from sinusoidal perturbations, we

verified our assumption that both spatial and temporal-based control of skilled (i.e.

accurate) juggling are effectively linear processes.

The exponential spatial correction pattern we observe appears similar to a class of

error correction widely demonstrated in visuospatial control without explicit timing

components [152]. As we show, this spatial correction is achieved by a (history-
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dependent) proportional–integral controller. However timing synchronization resem-

bles a (memoryless) proportional control process, akin to models of synchronization

behavior of tapping to a metronome without visual cues [153]. Such analogies may

hint at cortical methods underlying the control processes discovered in our closed-loop

methods, a possibility discussed in the concluding chapter of this thesis.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Directions

Rhythmicity is essential to survival throughout the biological world. Rhythmic

movements in particular are critical to behaviors such as repetitive tool use, com-

munication, music making, and locomotion. We began in Part I with an overview

of rhythmic movements, focusing on studies that have revealed their relative auto-

maticity, and tying them into the broader issue of coordination. Evidence suggests

that this automaticity is rooted in spinal primitives that may be capable of oscillating

autonomously, but are also modified by feedback and descending corticospinal influ-

ences. Although many studies have characterized the biological “hardware” available

for rhythmic movement execution, a description of the feedback control processes

underlying their regulation is lacking.

The goal of this thesis has been to characterize the closed-loop control processes

employed during a model rhythmic task of paddle juggling, which we argue is a
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simple yet powerful paradigm for understanding how the human brain controls spatial

and timing variables to rhythmically act in dynamic environments that may feature

intermittent feedback [2, 3, 6, 7, 10,94,104,125,126,132,137,154].

To parse the roles of spatial and timing feedback in regulating rhythmic move-

ments in this task context, we developed a novel experimental system (Part II) and

conducted two experiments in which we selectively perturbed spatial and timing cues

with necessarily high precision (Part III). The outcomes of these experiments im-

ply two distinguishable control processes: spatial accuracy regulation, and temporal

synchronization to the feedback of the task (in this case, to ball–paddle collisions).

As expected from the discussion in Chapter 1, it is likely that the juggling arm

movement patterns involved subcortical circuitry. Anecdotally, the attempts of some

participants to initiate conversations in the middle of trials did not cause noticeable

effects on performance (ball accuracy or arm movement). Yet, this presumably spinal

circuitry was clearly also influenced by active control at all times, as our jugglers

apparently did not rely on passive (open-loop) control, as shown in Figures 7.1 and

7.2. This active control is likely mediated by cortical networks, as discussed in the

following section.
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7.1 Interplay of Spatial and Timing Con-

trol

Our first experiment indicates that humans use spatial and timing feedback in

separate regulation processes specific to those modalities. This result contradicted

our original hypothesis (Chapter 5). The processes are dynamically different: spatial

control has a proportional-integral (1-step-history dependent) nature, and has tem-

poral dynamics that closely match error correction processes seen in discrete tasks

such as visual error correction in reaching [152]. Timing control is described by a

proportional controller that is believed to typify the behavior of tapping in synchrony

with auditory cues [153].

The arm movements of juggling are characterized by alternating flexor-extensor

activity of the wrist, elbow, and likely the shoulder, typical of rhythmic movement.

This raises the possibility that the closed loop control we model is due to cortical

influence on CPG-like circuitry in the spinal cord or arm, in a fashion not unlike

the common-core model (Chapter 1). The areas of the brain directly involved in

spatial and timing control cannot be ascertained from the black-box studies in this

thesis; however, previous studies suggest that they may leverage different specialized

pathways [155–157] and involve different computations. The spatial control process

likely uses visual error correction mechanisms similar to those observed in discrete

tasks like reaching, and may rely on adaptive control based on comparing feedback
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with an internal model of ball flight that is based in the cerebellum [20, 152]. The

temporal control process potentially involves motor timekeeping networks, which are

essentially present in all areas of the brain. It appears to be analogous to metronome

synchronization in an SCT task, which is possibly the outcome of a temporal decision

making process implemented by accumulator neurons that ultimately converge on

SMA, an area involved in assembly of movement sequences (Chapter 1).

Given that these correction processes overlap neuroanatomically, it is possible that

they can exert mutual influences. We investigate this idea through an exploratory

data analysis on low-frequency perturbation data, shown in Figure 7.3. Beginning

with the right hand column, which shows responses to temporal perturbation, we see

that jugglers shift the timing of their hand movements in the direction of perturbations

in an almost linear fashion, as we established in Part III (panel C: Spearman’s ρ “

0.5280, p “ 3.08ˆ10´47). However, there is no concomitant effect on spatial accuracy

(panel D); that is, temporal perturbations exclusively impact motor timing.

Conversely, spatial perturbations influence both spatial accuracy and timing, and

indeed appear to preempt timing synchronization control. To see this, consider a

spatial perturbation where the ball is displayed higher than its actual position. If a

juggler perceives the ball as artificially high, then the ensuing (unperturbed) collision

timing feedback would arrive earlier than expected, resulting in a negative effective

timing perturbation. If the timing controller we identified under timing perturbations

were manifested, we would expect to see a shift in paddle timing in the direction of
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perturbations. Yet, as shown in Panel A, jugglers do not entrain to the timing of the

cue (Spearman’s ρ “ ´0.2235, p “ 1.0888 ˆ 10´08). Rather, they shift the paddle

in a manner to correct ball height (Panel C). Timing subserves synchrony when

event timing is perturbed, and it subserves error correction when spatial feedback

is perturbed. Whether or not this is a statistically significant principle is an open

question; however we note that these correlations are most pronounced at the slowest

frequency p2{40q.

Therefore, the timing of hand movements appears to flexible depending on which

sensory modalities have the most salient error (as determined the modality where

perturbations are injected), or which feedback (kinesthetic or visual) is more relevant

at the time it is perceived [158]. This observation, that the brain places more em-

phasis on synchronization than error correction in certain cases, is consistent with

some findings in perceptual psychology. For example, in tasks where the goal is to

track temporal patterns, auditory signals are implicitly upweighted, as they have

been shown to cause interference with tracking of visual rhythms [157]. Likewise,

in decision-theoretic experiments on audiovisual simultaneity (i.e. the “ventriloquist

effect”, the point of perceived simultaneity (or the range of time differences in which

simultaneity is observed) is shifted in the direction of auditory perturbations [159].

The above discussion is not to suggest that sensory modalities become unimpor-

tant in different contexts. Rather, the separability of spatial and timing control may

be a sign of control redundancy where one type of control can be masked by the other,
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and yet the presence of both makes rhythmic motor control more robust [160].

7.2 Significance and Future Work

Tasks such as walking, running, dancing, or playing a musical instrument require

continuous interactions with environments and task constraints that vary dynamically.

Rhythmic movements, by their nature, suggest reliance on a continuous sense of

timekeeping based in the cerebellum [81, 161] or corticospinal system [70, 77]. This

is particularly the case for intermittently controlled movements that have implicit

constraints relating to the timings of action initiation and execution, of which juggling

is a prime example. The findings of this thesis both raise awareness of a duality of

control processes that is active during (at least some types of) rhythmic movements,

and offer a departure point for future research into the understanding of the neural

mechanisms and the development of rehabilitation methods.

7.2.1 Physiology

While our experiments reveal a great deal about closed-loop control roles and

algorithms, they do so at an abstract black-box level. To understand these processes

at a more mechanistic level, further experiments are needed to understand physiology

at muscular and cortical levels.
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Arm oscillatory primitives

Many researchers theorize that rhythmic arm movements like those employed in

paddle juggling are the product of synergetic organization of shoulder, elbow, and

wrist oscillatory circuits that manifest as reciprocal inhibition firing patterns between

agonist-antagonist pairs at each joint. The ROS / OROCOS experimental system de-

veloped in Part II is capable of interfacing with an electromyography (EMG) amplifier

system to record and visualize muscle activity (see Figure 7.4). Initial experiments

have been conducted to test how different combinations of feedback (or “mode” num-

bers in the language of Chapter 3) may affect muscular coordination by influencing

EMG firing patterns over time and juggling cycle.

Cortical signatures

As discussed in Chapter 1, the coordination the brain employs to direct rhyth-

mic arm movements may involve an ongoing decision process based on an internal

representation of task temporal dynamics that is based on accumulator circuitry. In

virtual ball interception tasks, which also involve temporal decision making, evidence

of Bayesian integration has been found in behavioral signatures [162] and in firing

patterns of individual neurons in the cerebellum [163].

As discussed in Chapter 1, areas such as the cerebellum, frontal cortex [86], and

premotor cortex [88] have been shown to contain neurons that are tuned to timing

or behave as integrators, and thus may reflect temporal decision making (Chapter
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1). Electroencephalography (EEG)—specifically the analysis of cortical readiness

potentials (RP) (or Bereitschaftspotentialen) is believed to reflect neural accumulator

activity in a noninvasive manner [164]. The incorporation of such measurements into

the juggling studies in this thesis may lead to greater insight into the cortex’s role in

timekeeping during rhythmic arm movement.

7.2.2 Rehabilitation

Juggling shares a hybrid dynamical nature with other essential rhythmic tasks,

including walking. Conceptual ties between juggling and walking are indeed per-

vasive throughout the literature, and potentially date back to discussions between

Claude Shannon and Mark Raibert, a trailblazer of walking robotics [95]. As in jug-

gling, oscillatory CPG-like networks have been used as a framework for understanding

walking [68]. A modification of the juggling model in Chapter 2 from a task with

an impulsive collision map, to one admitting ball-in-hand dwell phases (sketched in

Section 2.2, “Juggling Dynamics and Definitions”), would approximate a dynamical

model of walking proposed by Geyer et al. [165].

Although more everyday rhythmic movements such as walking are less cortical

(unless learning is in the early stages) and may rely on central pattern generators,

juggling may give us a template for understanding the functional role and value of

timing cues. Many areas of the brain involved in coordination contain “chronometer-

like” neurons that operate as accumulators (integrate-and-fire). Yet there is growing
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evidence that internal timekeeping may be fragile in the absence of feedback. In the

premotor cortex, single-unit recordings in macaque show that, although neurons are

tuned variously to timing interval length, in many cases, they give biased estimates

of time [166]. The consequences of imperfect timing on actions (biological or robotic)

have implications that are only now beginning to be considered from a control theo-

retical standpoint [12].

The use of enhanced timing cues with salience or additional information content

is a potentially interesting area for rehabilitation research. During my studies, I have

supervised tapping research in my lab that has investigated how humans synchronize

to auditory cues of various tempos and rhythmic content (beats).1

Ultimately, the applicability of juggling findings to locomotor tasks will need to be

tested directly in experiments. However, some parallels are noteworthy. As observed

earlier in this chapter, although stable ball height is theoretically achievable through

passive control, human jugglers nevertheless actively control the paddle at essentially

all times—even in the absence of perturbations (Figures 7.1 and 7.2). This is in keep-

ing with a body of evidence that open-loop passive control is relatively insignificant in

juggling [7,10,126,132]. Similarly, even though passive walking has been shown feasi-

ble through bipedal robots [119], evidence in humans suggests that postural stability

and cadence are actively regulated cycle by cycle [167,168].

On the other hand, walking may involve energetic considerations that are relatively

1Samson et al. (2015); Ortega et al. (in preparation); Deshmukh et al. (in progress)
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inconsequential in paddle juggling, and this in turn may affect the generalizability of

our results for rhythmic arm movement to locomotion. Namely, humans prefer to be

energy economical when learning walking patterns [169], whereas the role of energetic

optimality in juggling is believed to be minor [125]. This discrepancy may manifest in

the behavior of the spatial or synchronization controller of rhythmic movement. For

instance, our findings suggest that humans adjust the timing of their arm movements

in the direction of feedback perturbations, which we interpret as a sign that the

brain may act to resolve a discrepancy between its own noisy reckoning of time and

what is perceived to be a deterministic clock implied by task dynamics. In walking,

humans show evidence of a synchronization behavior of a different nature: namely,

when the ankle is mechanically perturbed (perhaps analogous to our haptic feedback

perturbation), humans adjust their gait timing in order to exploit the perturbation

for propulsion. This response was impervious to auditory feedback [170]. Thus, while

other types of rhythmic behavior may exhibit both error-reducing and synchronicity-

enforcing control processes, the relative influence and objectives may be different

based on context.

7.3 General conclusion

In this study, we study the particular case of skilled juggling behavior at what

we suspected were the two most task-relevant phases of movement: the ball collision
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and the ball peak. We note that because juggling is a time-periodic (LTP) task,

full testing and identification of skilled and unskilled ball bouncing would require

perturbing all combinations of vision and timing feedback at all phases of juggling.

Analytical methods are in their infancy [168, 171] but may as a next step shed light

on complementary roles of spatial and timing feedback throughout entire cycles of

rhythmic movement.
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Figure 7.1: Average paddle accelerations at collision times across 5 trials for each sub-
ject (using Experiment 2, n “ 16). Data is taken between pre-perturbation and early
ramping periods. Shown are 95% confidence intervals (shaded red), and mean accel-
eration for entire subject (solid red), with reference to the passive stability threshold
of 0 ms´2, negative values being necessary for passive control (A) Lowest-frequency
and (B) highest-frequency perturbations.
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Figure 7.2: Average paddle accelerations at collision times across 5 trials for each jug-
gling participant (data from Experiment 2, n “ 16). Data is as described in Fig. 7.1,
but for timing perturbation trials under the lowest- (A) and highest-frequency (B)
perturbations.
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Figure 7.3: Relationships between timing perturbations and temporal (paddle shift)
and spatial (change in ball height) behavior under both perturbation modalities stud-
ied. (A, C) Spatial perturbations. Because the ball is displayed artificially higher or
lower than actuality, the following collision timing cue would be perceived earlier
or later than expectation (“T perturb (effective)”). Juggler time shifts are anti-
correlated to this effective perturbation (A). Time shifts, however, correlate with
spatial corrections (C). (B, D) Timing perturbations. Here, collision (and apex)
event cues are directly manipulated to be later or earlier than actuality. Paddle tim-
ing shifts positively correlate with perturbations as expected from Experiments 1-2
(B), but not with ball position (D).
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Figure 7.4: Extension of hard-real-time juggling system to allow recording of EMG
signals. During experiments (right monitor), EMG signals are recorded and displayed
online on a separate monitor in a software environment (rosqt) that can be inspected
privately in (soft) real-time by the experimenter.
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Appendix A: Vertical 1-juggling

Dynamics—Basic Results

Collision map and coefficient of restitution

We provide intuition about the meaning and form of the coefficient-of-restitution

law that is the basis of the juggling collision map (Chapter 2). This map describes

the ball velocity at two instants infinitesimally before r¨s´ and after r¨s` a collision.

We make the standard assumption that the mass of the paddle far exceeds that

of the ball (mp ąąą mb), so that the momentum of the paddle, and thus its velocity,

is relatively unchanged by the collision.

Let us consider the total energy of the system encompassing the ball and paddle

only. Assuming the collision of these two objects is inelastic (but not perfectly so),

so that the proportion of total kinetic energy remaining after the collision is γ, the
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total energies before and after the collision are:

γpKE ` PEq´ “ pKE ` PEq`

Recentering the reference frame at the height of collision and substituting the kinetic

energies of the ball and paddle yields:

γpKEq´ “ pKEq`

γ

ˆ

1

2
mbp

9b´q2 `
1

2
mppu

´
q
2

˙

“

ˆ

1

2
mbp

9b`q2 `
1

2
mppu

`
q
2

˙

ˆ

1

2
mbpα9b´q2 `

1

2
mppαu

´
q
2

˙

“

ˆ

1

2
mbp

9b`q2 `
1

2
mppu

`
q
2

˙

Here we introduced the variable α, such that γ “ α2. We will call α the coefficient

of restitution. Further, we note the equivalencies: α9b´ “ 9b` and αu´ “ u`. Isolating

terms in the above expression and factoring:

mb

ˆ

α9b´ ´ 9b`
˙ˆ

α9b´ ` 9b`
˙

“ mp

ˆ

u` ´ αu´
˙ˆ

u` ` αu´
˙

(A.1)

The total momentum of the system is:

mppu
`
q `mbp

9b`q “ mppαu
´
q `mbpα9b´q

Ñ mppu
`
´ αu´q “ mbpα9b´ ´ 9b`q
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Combining with Eqn. A.1:

α9b´ ` 9b` “ u` ` αu´

Allowing u “ u` « u´ by assumption of the paddle’s large inertia, yields the col-

lision map of Eqn. 2.2. Intuitively α is a measure of the amount of energy dissipation

in the system due to the collision. In context of the high-ball juggling assumption,

each launch of the ball is at a velocity α-times the previous collision velocity.

Proof of rhythmicity in paddle juggling

In this section, we formally justify our claim that paddle juggling is a rhythmic

behavior. Mathematically, this is proved by showing the existence of a limit cycle.

The standard approach for 2- and 3-dimensional nonlinear system uses the Poincaré-

Bendixson Theorem to show sufficient conditions for the existence of a limit cycle.

However, there is no equivalent theorem for hybrid systems with jump discontinuities

such as paddle juggling [172]. Alternatively, a necessary and sufficient condition for

rhythmicity is the existence of a Poincaré return map [173].

Given that the vertical-1-paddle-juggle system is planar under the high ball as-

sumption (Fig. 2.2), a Poincaré section S is a 1-dimensional surface (line) through

which the ball trajectory passes. Let: S “ pb, 9b|9b “ 0q, corresponding to the apex

phase (noted in Fig. 2.2). S has a return map (of period 1) if it contains a fixed point
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x˚, since x˚ “ P 1px˚q.

Let b˚ be any explicitly defined target height relative to paddle position. We

maintain our definition from Chapter 2 of g ă 0. The ball flight time is:

c

´
2

g
pb˚q “ t˚asc “ t˚desc “

1

2
t˚flight (A.2)

The descent phase (x˚ Ñ rb´s˚) has the following mapping:

r9b´s˚ “ gt˚desc

By definition, our apex return map requires that no ball energy be dissipated

during the collision (9b˚ “ rb`s˚ “ ´rb´s˚), which implies from the collision map:

u˚ “ 9b˚
p1´ αq

p1` αq

The ascent phase (rb´s˚ Ñ x˚) has the mapping:

b˚ “ r9b`s˚t˚asc `
1

2
gpt˚ascq

2

Altogether, the unique set of (nominal) states specifying the fixed point—namely,
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ball position (b˚), ball velocity p9b˚q, and paddle velocity p 9p˚q—are:

b˚ “ r9b`s˚t˚asc `
1

2
gpt˚ascq

2

t˚asc “

c

´
2

g
pb˚q

9b˚ “ r9b`s˚ “ ´r9b´s˚ “ ´g

c

´
2

g
pb˚q “

a

´2gb˚

9p˚ “ u˚ “ 9b˚
p1´ αq

p1` αq
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Infrastructure

This Appendix contains supplementary details on the setup and implementation

of the hard-real-time hardware/software platform discussed in Chapter 3.

Software Requirements

For our infrastructure, the Linux distribution needed to be selected based on the

latest version of the real-time Xenomai kernel that was compatible with both ROS

and OROCOS. At the time of construction, the newest such Linux kernel was version

3.5.7.2 This corresponded to version 2.6.2.1 of Xenomai,3 ROS distribution Hydro,4

and version 2.8.2 of the OROCOS toolchain.5

2Linux distribution was Lubuntu 12.04 LTS, no longer actively supported
3Available for download at: https://xenomai.org/downloads/xenomai/stable/
4Available at http://wiki.ros.org/hydro/Installation/Ubuntu
5Downloaded as the separate ROS package rtt-ros integration (version 2.8.2), available at:

http://www.orocos.org/wiki/orocos/toolchain/getting-started
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Linux kernel configuration

Procedures for building and installing Linux kernels, and downloading and apply-

ing the Xenomai patch, can be found elsewhere and will not be detailed here. The

“tuning” of the real time properties of the kernel occurs during the configuration pro-

cess, which is streamlined in the Linux Menuconfig interface. A few configurations

are critical to hard-real-time performance and bear mentioning here. Under submenu

Real time sub-system, the following are necessary:

‚ ENABLE Xenomai

‚ ENABLE ANALOGY drivers

The following additional options were sufficient to achieve hard-real-time perfor-

mance with latencies under 40 microseconds on an Intel i5, Dual-kernel / 4 thread

computer, as determined by benchmark testing (see Stress Testing section below).

‚ Disable CPU Frequency scaling

‚ Disable advanced power settings

‚ Disable frequency scaling

‚ Disable advanced power management (APM)

However, these options cannot be guaranteed to suffice for all computer hard-

ware. Generally, achieving desired latencies requires an iterative process of trying
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different configuration options, rebuilding, reinstalling, and re-rerunning stress tests

until desired latency requirements are met.

One drawback to the Xenomai kernel is that it is incompatible with many propri-

etary device drivers. For example, our inability to install proprietary drivers for our

graphics card (NVIDIA) forced us to use Xenomai’s default hard-real-time graphics

drivers, 6 which were not capable of changing the monitor refresh rate from 60 Hz

(a limitation noted in our bar code tests described in Chapter 3 under “Graphical

rendering”).

OS stress testing

To verify correct Xenomai configuration, stress testing was performed, wherein

all computer threads were first loaded to maximum capacity, and a test program

issued interrupts in order to measure latencies. Xenomai comes with a suite of stress

testing programs, including xeno-test, which report maximum latency over a set

period of testing. Approaches to stressing the computer include (1) opening several

shells and tasking them with writing continuously to the Linux null device7 and (2)

opening several data intensive programs such as browser sessions. After all threads

were taxed to 100% capacity, 8 xeno-test was run. Xenomai was decided to be

properly configured if no violations in average or maximum interrupt latency were

6nouveau
7sudo dd if=/dev/zero of=/dev/null
8By running htop from the terminal
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observed.

Over the course of development, several computers were prepared with the patched

Linux Kernel, ranging from a dual core 2-thread computer (replaced due to hardware

failure) to a 6-core 12-thread Lenovo workstation.

At earlier stages, Xenomai performance was compared with another Linux real-

time kernel, RT-PREEMPT. Ultimately RT-PREEMPT was rejected in favor of

Xenomai because its latencies (determined under the same approach, but using latency-test

instead of xeno-test) exceeded those for Xenomai, with jitters exceeding 10 ms being

common (as predicted in [140]), which was significant compared to the experimental

timing perturbation amplitudes used in Chapters 5 and 6.

Software operating system

As noted in Chapter 3, ROS was chosen as the experimental platform based on

the control, data handling, and evaluation tools available and its wide support in the

robotics community [141]. As ROS was not then capable of hard-real-time control,

we interfaced with the Open Robot Control System (OROCOS) real-time toolchain

via the ROS extension package rtt ros integration [142].

ROS / OROCOS package structure

As of the writing of this thesis, the experiment is contained in the ROS pack-

age haptic paddle on the computer rhythmic-jr. Per ROS package conventions,
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haptic paddle is defined by the markup script package.xml,9 and contains a set

of programs coded in C++ language (“nodes”10) that are capable of running au-

tonomously, but can mutually influence each other by exchanging data via message

threads.11 These “nodes” can be manipulated directly by the user in the Linux ter-

minal, 12 which is cumbersome during an experiment. The User Interface mentioned

in Chapter 3 was developed to alleviate this burden.

Software organization

The metastructure of the juggling system is 2 ROS Nodes: (1) one contains an

interface for receiving messages from a non-real-time user interface (UI receiver) and

a second one (2) is a “deployer” node, which launches an OROCOS Deployer session

consisting of 4 components which control the experiment directly. The system is

launched with the launch file, and stands by for input from the UI.

As noted above, the software is currently implemented in ROS Hydro version.

However, it should be more-or-less directly transferrable to more recent ROS distri-

butions that use the same build structure.13

9also known as a manifest file
10“Components” in OROCOS. Architecturally, each “node” or “component” is a state machine,

which is of type class
11called “advertisers / subscribers” in ROS, or “flowports” in OROCOS
12roscore in ROS; Deployer in OROCOS
13catkin, which is still applicable as of the newest ROS distribution, Lunar
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Launching of sessions

Experiments (in the package haptic paddle) are executed in two steps that must

be run in order: (1) Launching of ROS nodes,14 (2) Execution of the user inter-

face juggle UI,15 which, as noted in Chapter 3, must handshake with the node

UI receiver. Steps (1) and (2) must be done in separate shell windows.

Node scheduling

A schematic of nodes and their connectivities was presented earlier in Figure 3.2.

We note that, upon launching of a trial, Main runs autonomously at a callback rate

of 1 kHz, Logger autonomously at a 2 Hz rate (to avoid violations of real-time in

Main), and the remainder run as needed when a graphical scene must be rendered

(Window component) or the current trial is stopped by timeout or intervention by the

experimenter.

Physics engine

The physics of the paddle and ball were implemented using Euler integration in

the respective classes Padsysrtt and Ballsysrtt, invoked in the node Main 1kHz.

In Padsysrtt, paddle position was updated by reading counts from the encoder

mounted to the paddle motor.16 Paddle position was first updated by re-reading

14$roslaunch rtt unix ui.launch
15in package directory in rosbuild, or in catkin ws/devel/lib/haptic paddle directory in ROS

Hydro
16Device functions were coded as class daqapi by Robert Nickl and Manu Madhav
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the encoder, and paddle velocity was then estimated from the difference between

consecutive positions. An additional smoothing step was performed by applying a 9th

order (discrete-time) polynomial filter, 17 a step that was enabled because the callback

rate was approximately constant in hard-real-time, enabling (approximately) uniform

sampling.

As noted in Chapter 3, encoder counts were scaled,18 so that the displacement of

the virtual paddle approximately equaled actual vertical hand displacement19 around

the horizontal position. During experiments, jugglers were trained to move the paddle

about this position, with their arms approximately horizontal (elbow angle « 90

degrees).

In Ballsysrtt, the ball was updated by Euler integrating 1D ballistic flight equa-

tions, first for ball velocity and then for ball position. When ball–paddle collisions

occurred between callbacks, ball launch velocities 9b` were computed by inferring the

collision time, and updating ball kinematics based on piecewise analysis before and

after that instant.

Logging

While the Main node executed during a trial, logging data instantaneously to a file

caused violations of hard real time. To avoid this, it was sufficient to run the logger

17In class LSQ filt written by Robert Nickl, derived from the open-source Eigen libraries
18This factor was Ncts “ 0.000015 meters-per-encoder count, for the CUI-103 encoder (2048 counts

per revolution)
19linear, not angular displacement
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at a slower rate of 0.5 Hz. Each time the loop runs, the Node checks through the

data flowports, sequentially reads them and empties them into buffers large enough

to accommodate a trial of over 5 minutes. When a trial ends, each buffer is written to

a file, and flow ports are flushed. No data points were observed to be lost throughout

the Experiment 1 and 2 data.

Design of trial programs

Experiments consist of a set of trials, generated in by Matlab scripts.20 Given the

rhythmic nature of the task, the trial can be conceptualized as a series of cycles. Each

trial is defined by a file that contains, in each line, the perturbation magnitudes for (1)

ball position, (2) audio feedback timing, and (3) haptic feedback timing. In addition,

the experimental system was set up to allow perturbations in (4) paddle height (for

the paddle locked / high bounce setting), (5) gravity, (6) coefficient of restitution,

and (7) the scaling relationship between hand movement and virtual paddle movement

(for the paddle unlocked setting)

As noted in Chapter 3, these trial files needed to be generated before execution

of juggle UI.

20Located in OctaveScripts folder of haptic paddle package
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Closed-Loop Juggling Model

Linearization of paddle juggling dynamics

In the following, we cast the nonlinear paddle juggling dynamics (under the stan-

dard high bounce assumption) into the form

xrn` 1s “ Axrns `Burns

In the derivation to follow, n P N is the cycle number; and x, x1, u, A,B P R.

Cycle n begins immediately after the ball-paddle collision. Recall the collision map

(Chapter 2 and Appendix A):

9b`rn` 1s “ p1` αq 9prns ´ α9b´rns (C.1)
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The high bounce assumption implies prns is constant throughout a given cycle.

Defining brns, 9brns, tascrns, and g ă 0 as in Chapter 2, the liftoff velocity 9brns “

9b`rns and apex height brns of the ball relate thus:

brns “
1

2
gtascrns

2
` 9brnstascrns

“
1

2

9brns2

g
´

9brns2

g
“ ´

1

2

9brns2

g

Ñ 9brns2 “ ´2gbrns

The collision map (C.1) in terms of apex position xrns is therefore:

a

´2gbrn` 1s “ p1` αq 9prns ` α
a

´2gbrns

Ñ brn` 1s “ ´
1

2g

„

p1` αq 9prns ` α
a

´2gbrns

2

“ fp 9prns, brnsq

We linearize the collision-map dynamics about the nominal (limit cycle) state (Ap-

pendix A) as follows:

brn` 1s ´ b˚ “
δ

δbrns
fp 9prns, brnsq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

pb˚,u˚q

ˆ

brns ´ b˚
˙

`
δ

δ 9prns
fp 9prns, brnsq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

pb˚, 9p˚q

ˆ

9prns ´ 9p˚
˙

“ ´
1

g

„

p1` αq 9p˚ ` α
a

´2gb˚
„

α

2
?
´2gb˚



r´2gs

ˆ

brns ´ b˚
˙

´
1

g

„

p1` αq 9p˚ ` α
a

´2gb˚
„

1` α

ˆ

9prns ´ 9p˚
˙
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Denoting xrns “ ∆brns “ brns´b˚ and urns “ ∆ 9prns “ 9prns´ 9p˚ as the deviations

of ball position and paddle velocity from their nominal states on cycle n (where

nominal paddle position p˚ is held to be the center of our frame of reference), we

simplify the previous equation:

xrn` 1s “ α

„

p1` αq
?
´2gb˚

9p˚ ` α



xrns ´
1` α

g

„

p1` αq 9p˚ ` α
a

´2gb˚


urns

Substituting the nominal states (see Appendix A):

xrn` 1s “ α

„

p1´ αq ` α



xrns

`
1` α

g

„

p1´ αq ` α



a

´2gb˚urns

“ αxrns ` p1` αq

d

´2b˚

g
urns

“ αxrns ` p1` αqt˚ascurns

“ Axrns `Burns (C.2)

Paddle juggling (plant) transfer function

In all Bode plots presented in this thesis, output signals were delayed by 1 cycle

to make explicit the anti-phase correction of the spatial controller and in-phase cor-

rection of the timing controller. Defining x1rns as the time-advanced version of x,

i.e. x1rns “ xrn ` 1s, the transfer functions relating input to output states for the
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juggling plant are derived from Eqn. C.1 as follows:

x1rns ´ Ax1rn´ 1s “ p1` αqt˚urns

Z
ÝÑ p1´ z´1αqX1rzs “ p1` αqt

˚U rzs

X1rzs

U rzs
“
p1` αqt˚

1´ z´1α
“
zp1` αqt˚

z ´ α

Around the nominal defined by h “ 0.35[m]:

X1rzs

U rzs
“
zp1` αqt˚

z ´ α
“
p1.8qp0.2671qz

z ´ α
“

0.4808z

z ´ α
“ Hplantrzs

Note on transfer function fitting

Hplant was operationally defined to be a mapping from ysrns ([perturbed] feedback

at cycle n) to the subsequent peak position.

Because we directly fit the spatial controller to the FRF data relating perturbation

at cycle n to actual ball position at cycle n+1, a 1-cycle advance was added to the

feedback path of the closed-loop control model:

ĤCL, spatial “
HplantHctrl, s

1` z´1HfdbkHplantHctrl,s

As discussed in Chapter 6, the free parameters to be optimized are the gain
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coefficient, zero, and pole of Hctrl,s.

Observer model

Basic definitions

We introduce two linear observers: Lt, which relates the “descent time” observa-

tion to the estimate of the previous apex position (i.e. is crossmodal); and Ls, which

is relates the “apex position” observation to the estimate of the apex position on the

current cycle n (i.e. is spatial).

Recall that cycle n begins with the nth ball launch. The causative paddle strike

velocity is defined to have occurred on the previous cycle n ´ 1. Audio and haptic

feedback are assumed to mark the occurrence of timing cues (the ball onset flash of

cycle n is identically temporally perturbed for consistency but we assume it does not

provide new timing information). Because audio and haptic feedback occur after the

collision, we associate them and the associated timing measurement with cycle n and

assume it is used to revise the ball position estimate of the previous cycle, and this

estimate is projected forward during the ascending phase of cycle n via an internal

model of ball ascent.

Cs
s “ 1 is the observation matrix transforming spatial to spatial information, and

Cs
t is the observation matrix from timing error to spatial error that is defined by the

following linearization of the space-time coupling of 1D ballistic dynamics, where h
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is the target (nominal) ball height, and brns, trns, g ă 0 are defined as above:

brns “
1

2
gt2rns

trns “

d

2brns

g

∆trns “
1

2

c

g

2b˚
2

g
∆brns “

c

1

2b˚g
xrns

Ñ Cs
t “

a

´2b˚g “
a

´2hgrm{ss

System of equations (observer + controller)

The following discussion walks through a hypothetical ball estimation process in

which ball estimate is sequentially updated with spatial and timing feedback. We

expect that it is valid for how the experiment is implemented, especially given delays

in event feedback). The following sequence parallels the overall model discussed in

Chapter 5, but provides additional analytical detail. For conformity with standard

linear systems notation, we let xrns, x̂rns be the actual and estimated states respec-

tively (in this case ball peak position), and ∆ represent their deviations from the

nominal x˚.

1. Just prior to apex n, assume juggler has an estimate of ball position that is

informed by both timing and collision feedback: x̂rn|n´ 1s.
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2. Update apex estimate using visual error:

∆x̂rn|ns “ ∆x̂rn|n´ 1s ` LsrnsCs
spysrns ´∆x̂rn|n´ 1sq

“ ∆x̂rn|n´ 1s ` Lsrnsp∆xrns ´∆x̂rn|n´ 1s ` ηsrnsq

“ ∆x̂rn|n´ 1s ` Lsrnsppxrns ´ x̂rn|n´ 1sq ` ηsrnsq

“ ∆x̂rn|n´ 1s ` Lsrnspxrns ´ x̂rn|n´ 1sq ` Lsrnsηsrns

3. When timing feedback (audio and haptic) is received, the estimate of previous

ball peak is retroactively updated.

t̂descrns “ Ct
sx̂rn|ns

ytrn` 1s “ ∆tdescrns ` ηtrns “ Ct
s∆xrns ` ηtrns

∆x̂rn|ytrn` 1s, ns “ ∆x̂rn|ns ` Ltrn` 1sCt
spxrns ´ x̂rns ` C

s
t ηtrnsq

∆x̂rn|ytrn` 1s, ns “ ∆x̂rn|ns ` Ltrn` 1sCt
spxrns ´ x̂rnsq ` Ltrn` 1sηtrns

4. The ball’s upcoming apex position (cycle n) is estimated using the paddle move-

ment and a forward projection of the current “time-updated” estimate of the

ball apex through the internal model of the task dynamics.

∆x̂rn` 1|ns “ A∆x̂rn|ytrn` 1ss `B∆urns
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These steps are repeated in subsequent cycles.

Controller model

Recall x̂rn|ns is the ball estimate after the visual update (i.e. during ball descent).

Under a linear controller:

∆urns “ K∆x̂rn|ns

Ball dynamics with estimator

Begin with the linear form in Eqn. (C.2) from section in this Appendix

∆xrns “ A∆xrn´ 1s `B∆urn´ 1s “ A∆xrn´ 1s `BK∆x̂rn´ 1|n´ 1s

Substituting the spatial phase of estimation:

∆xrns “ A∆xrn´ 1s

`BK

„

∆x̂rn´ 1|n´ 2s ` Lsrnspxrn´ 1s ´ x̂rn´ 1|n´ 2sq



`BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s
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Substituting the timing estimate:

∆xrns “ A∆xrn´ 1s `BKLsrns∆xrn´ 1s

`BK

„

∆x̂rn´ 1|n´ 2s ´ Lsrns∆x̂rn´ 1|n´ 2s



`BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s

“ A∆xrn´ 1s `BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s

`BKLsrns∆xrn´ 1s `BK

„

I ´ Lsrns



∆x̂rn´ 1|n´ 2s

Substituting the forward model:

∆xrns “ A∆xrn´ 1s `BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s `BKLsrns∆xrn´ 1s

`BK

„

I ´ Lsrns

ˆ

Â∆x̂rn´ 2|ytrn´ 1ss ` B̂∆urn´ 1s

˙

Adding the timing update:

∆xrns “ A∆xrn´ 1s `BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s `BKLsrns∆xrn´ 1s

`BK

„

I ´ Lsrns

ˆ

Â

ˆ

∆x̂rn´ 2|n´ 2s ` Lt
ˆ

ytrn´ 1s ´∆t̂desc

˙˙

` B̂∆urn´ 1s

˙

Adding the mapping from timing to space, so that our expression is explicitly in
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terms of spatial and timing perturbations

∆xrns “ A∆xrn´ 1s `BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s `BKLsrns∆xrn´ 1s

`BK

„

I ´ Lsrns

ˆ

Â

ˆ

∆x̂rn´ 2|n´ 2s

` LtCt
s

ˆ

∆xrn´ 2s ´∆x̂rn´ 2|n´ 2s

˙

` Ltpηtrnsq

˙

` B̂∆urn´ 1s

˙

“ A∆xrn´ 1s `BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s `BKLsrns∆xrn´ 1s

`BK

„

I ´ Lsrns

ˆ

Â

„

I ´ LtCt
s



∆x̂rn´ 2|n´ 2s ` ÂLtCt
s∆xrn´ 2s

` B̂∆urn´ 1s

˙

`BK

„

I ´ Lsrns



ÂLtηtrns

“ pA`BKLsrnsq∆xrn´ 1s `BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s `BK

„

I ´ Lsrns



ÂLtηtrns

`BK

„

I ´ Lsrns

ˆ

Â

„

I ´ LtCt
s



∆x̂rn´ 2|n´ 2s ` ÂLtCt
s∆xrn´ 2s

` B̂∆urn´ 1s

˙

Substituting in for ∆urns:

∆xrns “ pA`BKLsrnsq∆xrn´ 1s `BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s `BK

„

I ´ Lsrns



ÂLtηtrns

`BK

„

I ´ Lsrns

ˆ

Â

„

I ´ LtCt
s



∆x̂rn´ 2|n´ 2s ` ÂLtCt
s∆xrn´ 2s

` B̂K∆x̂rn´ 2|n´ 2s

˙
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“ pA`BKLsrnsq∆xrn´ 1s `BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s `BK

„

I ´ Lsrns



ÂLtηtrns

`BK

„

I ´ Lsrns

ˆ„

ÂpI ´ LtCt
sq ` B̂K



∆x̂rn´ 2|n´ 2s

` ÂLtCt
s∆xrn´ 2s

˙

“ pA`BKLsrnsq∆xrn´ 1s `BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s `BK

„

I ´ Lsrns



ÂLtηtrns

`BK

„

I ´ Lsrns



ÂLtCt
s∆xrn´ 2s

`BK

„

I ´ Lsrns

ˆ„

ÂpI ´ LtCt
sq ` B̂K



∆x̂rn´ 2|n´ 2s

˙

(*)

Now assume an unbiased filter (such as a Kalman filter) for Lt, Ls, the following

hold:

E

„

x̂rn|ysrnss ´ xrns



“ 0 Ñ E

„

x̂rn|ysrnss



“ xrns

E

„

x̂rn|ytrnss ´ xrns



“ 0 Ñ E

„

x̂rn|ytrnss



“ xrns
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Resuming from {*} and incorporating this assumption:

∆xrns “ pA`BKLsrnsq∆xrn´ 1s `BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s `BK

„

I ´ Lsrns



ÂLtηtrns

`BK

„

I ´ Lsrns



ÂLtCt
s∆xrn´ 2s

`BK

„

I ´ Lsrns

ˆ„

ÂpI ´ LtCt
sq ` B̂K



∆xrn´ 2s

˙

“ pA`BKLsrnsq∆xrn´ 1s `BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s `BK

„

I ´ Lsrns



ÂLtηtrns

`BK

„

I ´ Lsrns

ˆ

ÂLtCt
s∆xrn´ 2s ` Â∆xrn´ 2s

´ ÂLtCt
s∆xrn´ 2s ` B̂K∆xrn´ 2s

˙

“ pA`BKLsrnsq∆xrn´ 1s `BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s `BK

„

I ´ Lsrns



ÂLtηtrns

`BK

„

I ´ Lsrns

ˆ

Â∆xrn´ 2s ` B̂K∆xrn´ 2s

˙

“ pA`BKLsrnsq∆xrn´ 1s `BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s `BK

„

I ´ Lsrns



ÂLtηtrns

`BK

„

I ´ Lsrns

ˆ

Â` B̂K

˙

∆xrn´ 2s
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“ pA`BKLsrnsq∆xrn´ 1s

`

„

BKÂ´BKLsrnsÂ`BKB̂K ´BKLsrnsB̂K



∆xrn´ 2s

`BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s `BK

„

I ´ Lsrns



ÂLtηtrns

“ pA`BKLsrnsq∆xrn´ 1s `

„

BK

ˆ

Â´ B̂KLsrns

˙

`BK

ˆ

LsrnsÂ` B̂K

˙

∆xrn´ 2s

`BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s `BK

„

I ´ Lsrns



ÂLtηtrns

Isolating terms:

∆xrns ´ pA`BKLsrnsq∆xrn´ 1s

´

„

BK

ˆ

Â´ B̂KLsrns

˙

`BK

ˆ

LsrnsÂ` B̂K

˙

∆xrn´ 2s

“ BKLsrnsηsrn´ 1s `BK

„

I ´ Lsrns



ÂLtηtrns (**)

Assuming Kalman gains have stabilized by time perturbation has been applied,

i.e.:

lim
n large

ErLsrnss “ const “ Ls

lim
n large

ErLtrnss “ const “ Lt
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{**} becomes:

∆xrns ´ pA`BKLsq∆xrn´ 1s´

„

BK

ˆ

Â´ B̂KLs
˙

`BK

ˆ

LsÂ` B̂K

˙

∆xrn´ 2s

“ BKLsηsrn´ 1s `BK

„

I ´ Ls


ÂLtηtrns

Converting to the discrete-time frequency domain via Z transform:

Xrzs “ Zt∆xrnsu

Nsrzs “ Ztηsrnsu

Ntrzs “ Ztηtrnsu

Xrzs ´ z´1
pA`BKLsqXrzs ´ z´2

„

BK

ˆ

Â´ B̂KLs
˙

`BK

ˆ

LsÂ` B̂K

˙

Xrzs

“ z´1BKLsNsrzs `BK

„

I ´ Ls


ÂLtNtrzs

Xrzs

ˆ

I ´ z´1
pA`BKLsq ´ z´2

„

BK

ˆ

Â´ B̂KLs
˙

`BK

ˆ

LsÂ` B̂K

˙˙

“ z´1BKLsNsrzs `BK

„

I ´ Ls


ÂLtNtrzs

And this is of the form:

Xrzs “ Hs
CLNsrzs `H

t
CLNtrzs
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where:

Hs
CL “

z´1BKLs

I ´ z´1pA`BKLsq ´ z´2

„

BK

ˆ

Â´ B̂KLs
˙

`BK

ˆ

LsÂ` B̂K

˙

H t
CL “

BK

„

I ´ Ls


ÂLt

I ´ z´1pA`BKLsq ´ z´2

„

BK

ˆ

Â´ B̂KLs
˙

`BK

ˆ

LsÂ` B̂K

˙

Coherence hypotheses

If the above model captures the essential dynamics of paddle juggling (i.e. the

controlled variable is spatial), we predict the following:

1. Perturb ball position only (Ntrzs “ 0) Ñ

Xrzs “ Hs
CLNsrzs

||Xrzs|| “ ||Hs
CL||

2
||Nsrzs|| (Defn of PSD)

Cηs, x “
||XrzsNsrzs||

||Xrzs|| ¨ ||Nsrzs||
“

||Hs
CL||

2||Nsrzs||
2

||Hs
CL||

2||Nsrzs|| ¨ ||Nsrzs||
“ 1

2. Perturb collision timing only (Nsrzs “ 0) Ñ

Xrzs “ H t
CLNtrzs

||Xrzs|| “ ||H t
CL||

2
||Ntrzs|| (Defn of PSD)

Cηt, x “
||XrzsNtrzs||

||Xrzs|| ¨ ||Ntrzs||
“

||H t
CL||

2||Ntrzs||
2

||H t
CL||

2||Ntrzs|| ¨ ||Ntrzs||
“ 1
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For linear systems, the spectral coherences between either perturbation modality

and ball position would be approximately one; but in practice values above 0.8 are

strong indicators of linearity [15,17]. Nonetheless, we would expect the coherences to

be statistically equivalent.
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